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Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday,
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Willie Elgin) as'mt O Gietter
Willie Elgin, as'mt D A Lee
E Wingfield
At the regular meeting of the WVlllie
Bright will
Dr. S. Alonzo
Elgin
preach in the Methodist church county commissioners held de- J W Walker
3rd, the commissioners
H Copeland
next Sunday night,
clined to grant Guy Beedle per JLance
McHan
mission
to
maintain
fence
and
yesterday
C.
train
Block
The N. M.
gates in Township 2 between EFreeman
C Halderman, assignment Lehad seven cars of cattle which sections 10 and 11, and he was
andro Gonzales
were loaded at Clarks.
ordered to open said lines.
E C Halderman, assignment
N. C. Welsh represented to the
Prentacion Montano
The Woman's Club will meet

R. E. Farley of
was here Tuesday visiting
Rev. J. A. Bretz.
Rev. J. A. Bretz will preach
in Mcintosh next Sunday fore
noon at 11 o'clock.
Rev.
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returned last
week from Texas.
Mrs. Fannie Hoover and baby
board that certain section lines
left Monday for Tyrone.
at the home of Mrs. Dee Robin in ranges 10 and 11 as estabDee Robinson has bought the son Friday afternoon.
laThe
lished by the county surveyor are
Flesher residence and is moving dies have planned to hold their in conflict
with lines established by officials of the Lincoln
in.
annual bazaar in November.
National Forest, and asks that
Jenson & Pace are loading a
Celestino Ortiz, appointed by they be made to conform or that
jog be made to include his im
car of beans for shipment tomorthe governor as a delegate to the aprovements
in the land where he
row.
El Paso Irrigation Congress, left has a grazing permit.
After
Born, Thursday, October 19th, Monday for the Pass City, in- consulting with the surveyor the
to Mr. and Mrs. Mark Smith, a tending to make the trip to board finds that his lines are correct and declines to take action.
eon.
Elephant Butte.
In the matter of the claim of
ine ísaptisr. Aid will serve a Bean threshers came in yester- Willie Elgin wherein he has
chicken and vegetable dinner on day for Milbourn & Sons, F. T. brought suit to recover monies
paid by him for tax certificates
Oct. 23.
Meadows and J. R. Beck. When
which have been cancelled by
busy
get
with
all
machines
these
For re'nt,
house with
the district
court, the board
well water, stable, etc.
Call at Pace's two big machines, the recommends to the court that
said monies be refunded and that
beans will roll out lively.
this office.
the court fix the matter of in
Fine Clothes, For an
The big bean thresher ordered terest and order a special levy to
date suit, and
fit, by Walter Pace came in yester- be made to raise funds for
see S. N. Jenson.
This
day, with a big tractor.
In the matter nf the Willard- Call and
Mrs. Watson's machine has a capacity of thirty
Mountainair read across sections
line of millinery, linen handker- - to fifty thousand pounds per day. 2 and 6 T. 4 R. 8. Attorney Fred
chiefs and hosiery.
It is not yet being unloaded H. Ayers moves that the board
Ten head of horses and marea owing to a question of freight rescind former action, as there is
a road on both sides along secWill take span of overcharge.
for sale.
tion lines, no damages have been
Rube
in
Spruill.
mules
trade.
Gus Dunn has sold his farm awarded for use of lands, no peWanted, 40 acres of plowing northeast of Manzano to Walter tition filed, and law not complied with.
Board rescinded acdone on my place northwest of Martin, and will go back to Tex- tion and declared road closed
to
Mexico
ung,
go
Ifcn Y
Estancia. as, planning to
Estancia
back
through said sections and road
He lived south of declared open along section lines.
Long time loans negotiated; eventually.
Treasurer's
statement filed
notes and mortgages bought and the Rio Grande in Coahuila thirty and approved.
too
too
cold
is
years.
with
It
sold. Fred II. Ayera, Estancia,
Report of Willard J. P. filed
much snow here to suit him. and approved.
N. M.
His bean crop, which has been
Report of sheriff and clerk for
For sale, housn and lot near mentioned before, was a good months of July, August and
Baptist church.
For price and one.
On 38 acres he got 1450 September examined and apterms addrcps Box 523, Morenci, pounds to the acre,
The entire proved.
Quarterly report of R. G. RobArizona.
80 acres yielded 84,000 pounds. erson,
J. P. for precinct 7, exTh.j A. K. T. A. will meet the
amined and approved.
evening of OctoUv 24th, to elect
Petition of E- S. Brunner and
Independent Republican Convention others for crossing over railroad
officers and elect rU'ief'ate to the
A county convention of fhe In- between Willard and Mountain-ai- r
state meeting.
and also at Bronco rejected
dependent Republican party is
Mrs. Ewing and son hereby called to meet in Estancia for reason that insufficient data
Dr.
Frank and Mrs. Watson are plan- on October 24th, 1916, at 10 is given concerning same, and
A. M. for the purpose of
ning to leave Monday for a visit o'clock
nominating Independent Repub parties advised to file plat, etc.
old
home lican candidates for county oí- of several weeks ut the
The following bills were alin Indiana.
ordered
fices in Torrance county, New lowed and warrants
the drawn for same:
One hundred head of horses, Mexico, to be voted for at 7th,
coming election on November
Juan C Sanches, Bal co com'r $100.00
mostly mares, for sale or will 1916.
39.50
Juan C Sanches, exp co com'r
To be seen at
trade for cattle.
All precinct committeemen are S N Shirley, scavenger work
9.00
my place 0 miies northeast of hereby instructed to arrange for C J Amble, salary co treaa
600,00
for
precinct
caucuses
hold
and
105.00
Antonio Anaya, janitor wages
Estancia. E- L. Garvin.
the election of delegates to said Cesario Montoya sal prob judge 100.00
Mrs. Etier of California, who convention.
Librado Valencia, exp as dvn'r 60.00
Jose S. y Vigil, Chairman In Cesario Montoya, exp prob judge 9.50
had been visiting her niece. Miss
County
Republican
dependent
Librad? Valencia, sal co com'r 100.00
Hatiie Palmer, for a week, went
to Santa Fe Tuesday to visit her Committee. Candelaria, Secretary. Antonio Salazar, sal co assessor 000.00
Antonio
Jiilius Meyer, Sr, pris'rs' board 56.25
She was
brother, W. A. Gray.
600.00
Julius Meyer, Sr, sal sheriff
accompanied by .Miss Hattie,
Julius Meyer, Sr, exp weigh- Call.
Democratic
WVdne.'day.
who returned
9,00
master
The County Convention of the KstancU Savings Bank, as'gm't
Mrs. Mamie Sherwood, dele10.1.85
R A Marble
Democratic party is hereby called
gate from the Estanci-- i Chapter, to
600.00
be held at Estancia on the 24th Julian Satas, sal co clerk
reand Mrs. Lynfte D. Maxwell
375.00
day of October, 1916, 10 A. M. , Chas L Hurt, sal school supt
turned Monday from Las Vegas for the purpose of putting in Lorenzo Zamora, exp co com'r 55.50
100.00
Grand nomination Democrat candidates Lorenzo Zamora, sal co com'r
where they attended
200.00
Chapter O. E. S. Mrs. Maxwell to be voted on for county offices Dee Robinson, sal dep sheriff
stamp acct Sep 30,'16 31.95
vps elected and installed Associ- in the said Torrance county at Julian Salas,
the coming election November Albuquerque Typ'r Exchange,
ate Grand Conductress.
50.00
payment on machine
7th.
Ai! Precinct
Committeemen Thos B Rapkoch, sal dep clerk 200.00
J. It. Ki'nzay returned last
l'0?eby notified to call and Thos B Rapkoch, transcript
Thursday fmrn Texas, where he are
8.94
State vs Gallegos
hold the Precinct Delegate Conwas called by tho death of his ventions.
9.00
Julius Meyer, work on windmill
He reports that it was
180.00
father.
Each Precinct is allowed one Julius Meyer, Jr, sal jailor
rainy and wet all the w ay on his delegate for each ten votes or Antonio Salazar, exp to Santa Fe 10.42
major fraction thereof, cast for Cleofes Romero, supplies for C H 6 25
trip.
25.00
Ferguson, in thaf Precinct, 1914, W H Mason, medical services
Dr. Amble waá called to the and each Precinct, regardless Estancia Lbr Co, supplies to jail 54 30
.85
mountains Monday to attend of vote formerly cast, is entitled Kemp Bros, drayage
43.50
at lenst one delegate to said C J Amble, medical services
Jesus Montuya, who had two to
Countv Convention.
Julian Salas, com'is'ons game &
fingers mangled in the saw
16.00
Dated: This October 9th, 1916,
fish licenses
ComLumber
Estonia
ths
at
Estancia. New Mexico.
New Mex State Pen, prisn's keep 93.00
neceswas
found
DemoIt
pany mill.
J. N. Burton, Chairman
Ray Brown, work with surveyor 14.00
cratic Central Committee, Tor- Estancia Drug Co, office supplies 45.05
sary to amputate the fingers.
3 50
rance county.
John L Lobb, fees coroners jury
Attention is ealltd to the story
Ralph G. Roberson, Secretary. Evening Herald, ptg stationery 20.00
Agent
Cuiinty
by
issue
in th3
123.49
Julius Meyer, expenses
Ben Donlin, assignment Manuel
Harwell about bug and worms.
Announcements
Political
1200
Sanchez
According to this, bugs and
10 50
We are authorized to announce New Mex Ptg Co, printing
worm3 are a pietty expensive
thiit T. L. Capt will be a candi- Underwood Typewriter Co,
luxury for the farmers of this date
14.00
ribbon coupons
before the Democratic counshould
íaimer
county.
ty conven ion for the office of Remington Typewriter Co,
his
statements
3.50
ribbon coupons
read and ponder
sheriff of Torrance county.
carefully. In all tnu ol(,"r fumWe are authorized to announce Burroughs Ad Mach Co, balance
225.00
on machine
that C. B Custer will be a candiing sections of the country
Mach Co, bal on digit
pests are a yearly problem, date for sheriff of Torrance coun- MarchKnt
150.00
subject to the will of the machine
nnrl it is coming to the point in tv,
Chas D Ottosen, mcd scrv, health
county convention.
Democratic
be
must
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officer
this county where thy
419.91
R I. Hitt, printing etc
reckoned with and fought
Democratic Caucus
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C J Amble, stamp acct
The sooner
tematically.
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be
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10.00
Ramon Gurule
ti, 1a the oss will tie. Mr, ocrats of Estancia precinct in Es- Chas G Kelsey,
26.00
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purpose
the
for
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of
the
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at
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the
to
Estancia Lbr Co, assignment R
delegates
way
to
to
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electing
the
of
the
pointing
14.00
V Donaldson
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18.00
Davis
wage an effective war on these I ty convention. A. A. Hine, Edw WElgin,
assignment D II
Willie
i
Committeeman.
pests.
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At a special session held Oct.
10th the clerk was ordered to
draw a warrant for $50 in favor
of R. E. Begley of Moriarty, as
refund on saloon license.
Upon recommendation of Supt.
Burt, School District No. 48 ordered created.
Eugenio" Perez made complaint
that the state tax commission
raised his valuation in the amount
of 1500 head of sheep, and says
that though they were with his
sheep, they did not belong to
him, but were the property of
Leandro Garde, who returned
same for taxation.
Perez was
advised to make his complaint to
the state tax commission,
Clerk ordered to notify differ
ent centra! committees of politic
al parties to file lists of persons
they desire appointed on election
boards in the various precincts
before the 17th inst.
(No meeting was held on the
17th, and it is probable a meeting will be held on the 20th.)

M. E. LADIES'

AID

The Ladies' Aid of the M, E.
church met last Thursday with
Mrs. Hawkins with eight members and two visitors present. It
was a profitable and enjoyable
meeting. The time was spent in
work toward the upbuilding of
the society. All members are
requested to be present at the
next meeting, which will be held
with Mrs. Elgin on the afternoon
All
of Thursday, October 26th.
visitors are welcome.
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Public Sale

At any residence about 18 miles
southwest of Estancia, Monday,
Oct. 30. beginning at 10 o'clock
a. m., I will sell at auction horses, cattle, hogs, poultry, corn,
oats, millet, farm implements,
harness, etc. Gus Dunn.
NOTICE.
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On Saturday, October 30, there
33
will be given by W. W. Wagner
33
for each and every colt sired by
uuMnHiiiLLu nAnu
rLUUn
his imported German coach stal
Try a
lion "Sapho" that is brought in
that can be Iedand shown on the
Corn, Corn Chop. Bran,
and.
street a good, strong leather
halter, and in addition will give
$15.00 premium for best colt
shown, $10.00 for second, 17,50
iS-W- E
BUY HIDES
for third, $5.00 for fourth and
$2.50 for fifth, premiums to be
mm mmrnm
paid in service next season.
We want everybody to bring
their colts that can, and hope to
all get some good
out of this
j
REALTY COMPANY
show.
We have the promise of
C. W. Bowers,
of the firm of
H. C. WILLIAMS,
j
Ruby & Bowers of Davis, CaliN. M.
fornia, who has had twenty years
experience in buying and selling
Estancia Valley Farms and New Mexico Stock Ranch- j
good horses throughout both the
I
es, large and small, improved and unimproved.
United States and Europe, to be
I
We represent the
with us and act as judge in this
New York Life
show and give us pointers as to
how to choose colts that will
j
Write us your wants. If its farming or grazing land,
make high priced horses in the
!
WE HHYE
markets of the world.
Everybody come that admires
a good horse and let us make it a
profitable day. W. W. Wagner.
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Shorts

Salt
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Manager

Estancia,

Insurance Company
IT

OBITUARY

THERE ARE MANY GRADES

George W. Torrence was born
near Springfield, Illinois, March
27, 1868, and died at the hospital
in Santa Fe, October 8. 1916, being 48 years, six months and 11
days old.
Whf-- a child his parents went
to Missouri and from there he
went to Kansas, where he lived
until he came to New Mexico

And many kinds of groceries,
flour and feed. Call here for
the best and cheapest.

about

1906.

KEMP BROS.

He had been in poor health
f ir sume time,' but so bravely
bore his suffering that few
realized his condition was serious.
On Thursday before his death,
hp went to St. Vincent's Sanatorium in Santa Fe, and on Saturday his family received word
to come at once. They remained
with him until his death and accompanied the remains to their
home at Mcintosh on Monday
following.
In 1896 he was married to Miss
To this union
Hannah Smalltwo children were born Everett

The Latest
In correspondence stationery and monogram cards
at our store. New stock.

-

-

j

Estancia Drug Company
DODGE BROTHERS,

BUICK,

yr-ol- d

CADILLAC AUTOMOBILES
FOR SALE BY

G. Vv. 60ND Ü
i
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Political Speaking
23,
P. M.
.

At Estancia Monday, Oct.

I

El F!

0 . MERC. CO.

ENCINO, N. M.

at 2

A. A. JONES,
Democratic candidate for U. S. Senator

W. B. WALTON,

Democratic candidate for congress

ANTONIO LUCERO,
Democratic candidate for secretary of state
political
issues. Everybody invited. No mat
Will soeak on
ter what your opinions, come and hear them.
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BURRUSSBR0S.

Positively no hunting will be
allowed- in my pasture
J. J. and Clara.
His cheerful disposition won
Smith.
him many friends, and he was
an especial favorite among the
For Sale.
young people.
In early life he became a
For sale, seven head of high
One cow 5 yrs Christian, and in his last days
grade Jerseys.
old, fresh in January; three 3 yrs his thoughts turned to God and
old, two of them freshening in found comfort and peace there.
January, other in March; two 2 The funeral service 'was conducted bv W. S. Buckner at 2 P.
yrs old, fresh in March; one 4
bull out of a $1,500 sire and a M. on Tuesday, and the remains
dam that has made 17 pounds of were laid to rest in the Mcintosh
butter in one week. Price for cemetery. The casKet was covthe entire bunch ?500, terms. ered with beautiful flowers sent
Cows guaranteed sound and to be by friends.
Mrs. Torrence and children
safe in calf. F. A. Davis, 7
have the sympathy of the entire
miles south, 5 miles west of
community.
irWlWTl Mill

&

Safe Combination
In the Banking business is ample capital, careful methods, shrewd jndgment and unfailing
courtesy. Thus the fact that our deposits are
increasing rapidly is sufficient proof that our customers realize and appreciate that this combination is our method of doing business. We shall
be pleased to number you among our customers.

Torrance County Savings Bank
Willard. New Mexico

!
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The new Ford cars are
appearance, with large radiator and enclosed
fan, hood with full streamline effect, crown fenders front and rear, black finish Iwith nickel
trimmings a snappy looking car and with all
the dependable, enduring and economical qualities that have made the Ford L' The Universal
Car." One fact is worth more than a ton of.
guesses. Ford cars are selling from five to ten
over any and ail other cars, simply because they
give more satisfactory service, last longer and
are easier to operate and C09t less to maintain
and there's no guessing about the reliability of
Ford Service. Runabout $391.20, Touring Car
$400.20, f. o. b. Estancia. Come in and give us
your order now.

VALLEY AUTO CO.
ESTANCIA, N. M.

ESTANCIA
FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE

.

IN PARAGRAPHS
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DURING THE PAST WEEK
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
tVeatern Newspaper

Union New

Service.

ABOUT THE WAR

Bulgarians repulse six Serbian at
tacks on the Cerna river.
British advance guards renew activity In Macedonia and gain local
succc sses.
Austro-Germatroops are steadily
forcing back the Rumanian second
army toward its frontier.
s
Vienna concedes the capture of
by the Italians, but claims the
capture of 2,700 prisoners.
Italians gain further successes In
the ' vicinity of Gorizla, repulsing
heavy Austrian counter attacks.
Rumanians are in retreat along the
entire Transylvanian frontier, and
also in the north. Attacks repulsed,
says Bucharest.
The French and British were repulsed in new offensive against the
German line between the Ancre and
the Sorume on Friday.
German casualties from the beginning of the war to the end of September were 3,556,018. according to an
official British compilation given out
at London.
Allied warships seized the entire
Greek navy, with the exception of
three vessels, as precautionary meas
ure for protection of entente fleets in
Greek waters.
Italians report Important advance
In region of Gorizla. with the capture
of 1,771 Austrian prisoners. Total of
30.8S1 prisoners taken since the offensive started, Aug. 6.
Forty French and British aeroplanes dropped four tons of explosives
on the Mauser rifle works at Obern-dorf- ,
Germany, on the Neckar river,
the war office announced. Six German machines defending the works
were shot down.

WESTERN
Army headquarters received
mation considered reliable that an attack upon Juarez has been planned
and the date agreed upon.
John Coleman, 20 years old, who as
a bridegroom last summer shot and
killed a member of a charivari party
on the night of his wedding, was pardoned from the Arkansas penitentiary.
The necessity of linking various
sections of the United States in order to have complete development
was the theme of President Wilson's
address at the luncheon given in
honor of him at Indianapolis. Ind.
Clyde Burran Pearson, under sentence of execution for the murder of
Frank B. Roach of Cheyenne, Wyo.,
in Larimer county last May filed a
bill of exceptions and a record in the
Supreme Court automatically securing
a stay.
Warren K. Billings, convicted of the
murder of Mrs. Myrtle Van Loo in
connection with the Preparedness Day
parade bomb explosion at San Francisco, July 22, In which ten persons
lost their lives, was sentenced to life
imprisonment.
infor-

WASHINGTON
Aimaro Sato, the new Japanese

am-

was officially presented to
Secretary Lansing and other officials
at the State Department.
Brig. Gen. Montgomery Meigs Macomb, U. S. A., president of the army
war college, was retired from active
service, having reached the age of C4
years.
Prices of farm products continue to
rise. Producers were being paid 27. C
per cent more Oct. 1 than a year ago,
the Department of Agriculture an
nounced.
Secretary Lane announced that In
September more than 84,000 acres in
Colorado were designated under the
enlarged homestead act, chiefly in
Bent and Prowers counties.
Secretary of the Navy Daniels said
that the destroyer flotilla of the Atlantic fleet Is making a careful search
up and down the coast for hidilen
submarine bases and secret wireless
plants.
A hearing will be held Oct. 23 by
the Interstate Commerce Commission
on the petition of the express companies for authorization to maintain
rales on the basis of the declared
value of shipments.
The State Department has notified
the Serbian government now In
France that I.joubomir Michailevitch
will be acceptable
to the United
States as minister of Serbia In this
country.
The new envoy formerly
represented Serbia in Montenegro.
More general use of potatoes in
making bread is recommended by the
baking specialists of the Department
of Agriculture.
Bread coniainin?
boiled or mashed potatoes was found
during experiments to be just as nu
tritious as wheat bread and to have
the quality of remi-.ininfresh longer
American
Consul Payne at St
Thomas, I). W. I., reported to the
State Department that the hurrlcam
that swept those Islands did J2.nii i.nin
damage, left two thirds of the popula
tlon withefut sufficient food or clorh
lug and destroyed one-thirof
He appealed
of the natives.
for JT.O.noo for Immediate relief work
Identical memoranda from the Hrlt
ish and French governments replying
to the American protest against seiz
ures of neutral mails wore delivered
to the State Department by the
bassador,

British troops have reached the out
skirts of Seres in Greek Macedonia.
Ger
Dora Duncker, a
man author, died in Berlin. She was
born In 1855.
claims Rumanian sucBucharest
cesses against Teuton forces along
the southern Transylvanian line.
A pitched battle between soldiers
and the police occurred at Calgary,
Alberta, during which many shots
were fired and the barracks of the
mounted police were wrecked nnd set
on fire.
A Berlin telegram printed in the
Cologne Gazette declares, according to
the Overseas News Agency, that tne
rumors spread in neutral countries of
a separate peace being sought by Rus
sia and Germany are a free invention.
The first Philippine congress, con
sisting of a Senate and a House of
Representatives, created by the
"independence bill" passed at
the last session of the American ton
gress, convened In Manila.
Sidney G. Clay, former member of
the State Legislature and a prominent
member of the noted Clay family of
Kentucky and the Soulh. was shot and
killed. Lee Beavers of Paris has been
arrested charged with the shooting,
Dr. Hipólito Irlgoyen assumed the
presidency of the republic at Buenos
Aires, succeeding Dr. ictoriano de la
Plaza. Palagio Luna took office as
vice president. They were acclaimed
by great crowds of people who assembled to witness the ceremony.
Lieut. Sir Ernest Shackleton, the
Antarctic explorer, returned to Valparaiso from Buenos Aires. From Valparaiso he will go to Panama on his
way to Australia to take charge of an
expedition for the rescue of ten members of his party at the Koss sea base.
The Danish submarine Dykkeren,
which sank after a collision with a
Norwegian steamer, has been brought
to the surface. Five of the six members of the crew who went down with
Lieuthe craft were rescued alive.
tenant Commander Christiansen was
found dead in the conning tower.
The personnel of the Japanese cabinet of Premier Terauchi has been announced as follows: Premier and
temporary finance minister, General
Terauchi; home, Shimpei Goto; army,
Kenichi Oshima; navy, Tomosaburo
Kato; Justice, Itasu Matsumuro; agriculture and commerce, Kiyoshi
Kenjiro
communications,
Den.
A Mexican woman arrived In Juarez
miles
from Santa Ana, ninety-fiv- e
southeast of Casas Grandes, having
fled with the other women and children of that little settlement when the
Villa command entered the town Oct.
10. She stated that all men in the
town were impressed into the Villa
command and those who refused were
shot.

SPORTING NEWS
Battling Levinsky of New York
Billy Miske of St. Paul in
boxing match In Brooklyn.
of
William N. (Bill) Bernhard
Memphis, Tenn., was appointed manager of the Salt Lake City baseball
club.
H. G. N. Kelleher
of Spokane,
Wash., won the tennis championship
of Harvard University at Cambridge,
Mass., by defeating W. Rand of Rye,
N. Y., in straight sets,
The estate of the late Thomas L.
Shevlin, millionaire lumberman and
former Yale football star, is valued at
$2,189,674.66 in the report of the executors, who acted as appraisers of
the estate, filed in Probate Ceurt at
Minneapolis.
The Boston Americans divided the
winner's spoils of the world's series
which they closed with a victory over
the Brooklyn Nationals at Boston.
Full shares of $3,82ij.25 each were
given twenty-twplayers, including
several who had figured but little In
the team's success. The remainder of
the $97,756.47 which the team won
was given to substitutes and club
employés.
outpointed

a

GENERAL
Two men were killed outright and
sixteen others were injured when a
Western Maryland excursion train en
route to Hagerstown ran head-ointb
the "labor train" in the Knob Mount
yards.
One man was killed and at least a
score were wounded, two of them so
seriously they are not expected to
live, in a fight at Bayonn, N. J., between striking employés of th3 Standard Oil Company and the police.
Police records, it was ascertained
at Seattle, Wash., show a total of
40.OU0
gallons of liquor, valued at
$100.000 wholesale, seized in raids in
connection with the enforcement of
Washington's
prohibition law since
May 1.
The first warning received by. the
Red Cross liner Stephano from the
was a solid shot which struck
her on the port bow. This was the
gist of an affidavit made at New
York by Clifton Smith at the British
consulate.
G. K. Vason, doorkeeper
In the
Georgia House of Representatives,
who was convicted of stabbing Thomas B. Fel.ler, an Atlanta lawyer, was
sentenced at Atlanta to serve one year
in a chain gang, six months in jail
and fined $1,000.
Louis W. Hill was
presi-dn- t
of the Great Northern Railroad
Company and E. C. Lindley, for the
past six years general solicitor for
the company, was chosen vice president and general counsel to succeed
H. A. Jackson, resigned.
William White, a negro trooper stationed at Fort Leavenworth,
was
found guilty at
Kan,
in the United States Court of
murder and was sentenced to
be hangd by the United States marshal on the government reservation
Friday. Dec. 15. White shot and killed
his superior officer. Sergeant J. w.
Jackson, whom he accused of ruining
his home.
The American navy is taking every
precaution against the use of the
American coast as a base of supplier
for foreign submarines.

EPITOME DE
LA SEMANA
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en curso en eat
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Acerca de la Guerra.
Nuevo Mexico.
Las tropas Inglesas han llegado
El nuevo edificio de armería t
los suburbios de la ciudad griega do Carlsbad es muy hermoso.
Seres en Macedonia griega.
El condado de Socorro tiene 5,151
Los Rumanos se retiran al largo de discípulos de edad de escuela.
toda la frontera de Transylvania, y
Se están recogiendo las nueces de
también en el norte. Los ataques son piñón en la sección de Ramah.
repulsados dice Bucharest.
En Deming se anunció la venta Je
Los buques de guerra de los aliados 42,000 acres de tierra en el valle de
capturan toda la marina de Grecia, Mimbres.
con la excepción de tres buques, para
La gran fiesta de Taos este año
protegerse de la posible traición de superó
todos los demás precedentes de
ese pafs.
concurrencia.
Las pérdidas
alemanas desde el
Hay 179 nuevos estudiantes In
principio de la guerra hasta el fin de
militar de
septiembre han sido de 3,556,018, se scritos en el instituto
Nuevo Mexico.
gún una compilación oficial Ingles
El gran jurado del condado de Curry
publicada en Londres.
se separó después de haber condenauo
Los Italianos reportan un progreso
personas.
Importante en la región de Gorilla, á veinticuatro
Un matrimonio mejicano en un carcon la captura de 1,771 prisioneros
austríacos. Se ha tomado un total de ro de ferrocarril en Vllma, una esta30,881
prisioneros austríacos desde ción cerca de Deming, fué descubierto
padeciendo del tifo.
que empezó la ofensiva, el 6 de agosto.
El dormitorio de los muchachos y
muchachas en la misión de Rehoboth,
General.
A sois millas este de Gallup, fué deLa marina americana esta tomando
struido por un incendio.
todas las medidas necesarias para que
Los mercaderes de Santa Fé estrin
no se instale en la costa americana
para el entreteni
ideando medidas
ninguna base submarina de las poteneducacionul
miento de la asociación
cias europeas.
la semana de dar gracias.
El conde Von Bernstorff, embajador durante
La conferencia regional de la Aso
alemán, declaró que no habrá nifts
S
ciación Nacional para el Estudio
nueva actividad de guerra con subPrevención de la Tuberculosis atrajo
marinos. Alemania no quiere de ninguna manera violar la promesa que á Albuquerque algunas autoridades de
fama.
hizo á este pais.
Rupert F. Asplund de la comisión
Un hombre fué matado y al menos
unos veinte fueron heridos, dos tan de tasaciones de estado ha empezado
aisla-máticseriamente que no se espera que vivan, la investigación detallada y
de las finanzas de escuela en
en una pelea en Bayonne, N. J., entre
empleados en huelga de la Standard Nuevo Mexico.
Oil Company y la policía.
El Rev. Duncan Matheson de Lang- Dos hombres fueron matados al in don, North Dakota ha aceptado la constante y diez y seis otros fueron in vocación para el puesto al pulpito de
juriados cuando un tren de placer del la iglesia presbiteriana en Mesilla
Western Maryland en su rumbo para Park y al Colegio de Estado.
Hagerstown se dirigió de frente en el
Los miembros de la fraternidad de
de todas partes de
tren del "labor" en los patios de Knob francmasones
Mount.
Nuevo Mexico, muchos en compañía
El primer aviso recibido por el de sus esposas, estuvieron á Las
vapor de la Cruz Roja Stephano
del Vegas, para presenciar el mitin de la
fué un tiro fuerte que gran logia.
submarino
dió contra el buque en la proa. Esa
Se estima que Phelps, Dodge & Co..
hecha en Nueva durante los ocho primeros meses del
fué la declaración
aproximadamente,
año produjeron,
York por Clifton Smith en el consulado
británico.
115,000.000 libras de cobre, que es un
aumento enorme sobre la producción
del año precedente.
Occidente.
Juan Chavez, sn salario pastor de
La necesidad de conectar varias sec
ciones de los Estados Unidos á fin de ovejas habitando á variis mlHiS oeste
obtener un desarrollo completo fué el de San Marcial, fué a:aoio por dos
Mejicanci, ligado y malaaiente golpetema del diBcurso del Presidente Wilson en el lunch oferto en su honor en ado en la cabeza en tn nao esfuerzo
de obligarle en revelarles su tesoro
Indianapolis, Ind.
pagados en los escondido.
Los dividendos
En una reunión del com:té ejecutivo
últimos nueve meses por las compañías mineras son superiores á cual de la Asociación de Escuelas Dominiquier otro reporte del pasado.
La cales del estado que tuvo lugar en
cantidad desembolsada para los ac- Albuquerque, se aprobaron unas resocionistas de 146 minas americanas luciones de respeto en memoria del
con planta de reducción se elevó al Hon. W. H. Pope, que fué el presidente y mantenedor de esa asociación
total de $78,772,612.
Warren K. Billings, condenado por y de su obra.
Durante un baile en una casa de esel asesinato de la Señora Myrtle Van
condado de ,
Loo en conexión con la parada del cuela cerca de Anthony,
'Dfa de Preparación" en que se hizo Dona Ana, Sixto Ortega y su esposa
la explosión de una bomba en San fueron matados y David Aguilar de
Francisco, el 22 de Julio, que causó Berino fué seriamente herido. Patricio Telles fué arrestado á resultas de
la muerte de diez personas, fué senla tragedia y llevado á Las Cruces por
tenciado á la cárcel por la vida.
Diez y nueve Mejicanos que están los alguaciles.
retenidos por las autoridades militares
El Capitán W. C. Reíd, solicitador
en Colonia Dublan, sospechados de ser general de Nuevo Mexico para el ferunos de los vlllistas que atacaron ft rocarril de Santa Fé envió al Señor
Columbus, N. M-- , el 9 de marzo, han A. E. James, director de la Asociación
ido condenados por el gran jurado de Contribuyentes de Nuevo Mexico,
del condado de Luna, se supo en Dem-inun cheque de la compañía para la
N. M.
Todos son acusados de suma de $5.133, para cubrir su cuota
asesinato.
de miembro de segundo año.
El jefe de policía Ben Coles de Ldu
Washington.
Vegas arrestó á cierto Albert Mazó:i,
La comisión de comercio inter-esta- alias Roy Purcell, que se sospecha ser
do tendrá una sesión el 23 de octubre el ladrón que ha estado operando ven
compañías
sobre petición de las
de las residencias de Albuquerque.
express para la autorización de man
La comisión de servicio civil de los
tener las tárlfas sobre la bases del Estados Unidos anuncia un exámen de
alor declarado de las expediciones.
concurso para un agente de campo,
La bolsa nacional del ganado pre
hombres solamente, ios 18 y 19
sentó á la comisión de comercio Inter-estad- o entre
de octubre, en los puntos siguientes:
una queja declarando que Albuquerque, East Las Vegas, Las
ochenta y seis ferrocarriles princi- Cruces, Raton, Roswell, Santa
Fé y
pales cobraban tarifas no razonables,
Tucumcari.
no equitativas, y que las tárlfas sobre
Valentine Gutierrez, hijo, de hacia
el ganado mayor y menor no engordado no deberían ser superiores al 75 quince años de edad, habitando Pinos
por ciento de las tárifas sobre
el Altos, condado de Grant, en donde su
ganado engordado y destinado para la padre, Valentine Gutierrez, está en los
negocios, comitló suicidio en ese lugar
carnicería.
El cóqsul americano, el Sr. Payne, dándose un tiro en el corazón. Un
en Santo Thomas, D. W. I. reportó al disgusto en un asunto de amor serla,
departamento de estado que la tor- se dice, la razón del acto del jóven.
menta que abatió tanto en esas- islas
R. Rose, un criador de cabras muy
causó por $2,000,000 de daños, dejando conocido en la sección de Las Animas,
las dos terceras partes de la poblaen la región meridional del condado de
ción sin alimentos suficientes y sin Grant, fué asesinado á cinco millas
vestidos, destruyendo también la ter- del rancho de Parker, punto que fué
cia parte de las chozas de los nativos. también la escena de doble homicidi-do- s
El cónsul demandó que se le envíe la
meses hace, cuando William
K.
suma de $50,000 para una asistencia Parker y su esposa de solo algunas seinmediata.
manas recibieron un tiro mortal
Se necesitó veintinueve balotas para
Extranjero.
decidir la nominación
democrática
La dieta alemana ha decidido
de para alguacil del condado de Lincoln,
apoderarse de las cantidades exis- en la convención democrática de contentes de tabaco por todo el imperio, dado en Carrfzozo. En el voto
dice un despacho al Exchange
TeleC. Walker Hyde, cuyo nomgraph procedente de Copenhagen.
bre había sido presentado, mas que se
El Teniente Sir Ernest Shackleton, había retirado, fué nombrado, no habie! explorador
antárctico, retornó á endo podido ni Juan B. Baird ni Jorge
Valparaíso de Buenos Ayres. De Val- C. Clements, los demás 'candidatos,
paraiso irá ft Panama en su rumbo podido obtener la pluralidad.
de un expedición para salva á diez
Los ladrones entraron en la oficina
miembros de su partido en la base del Ze correos de Fort Sumner y
salieron
mar de Koss.
huyéndose con $61 en sellos.
El submarino danés Dykkeren, qua
Nuevos récordes superiores de prolara Australia en donde se encargará ducción y beneficios han sido establese hundió después de una colisión con cidos este año por
los subsidiarios en
un vapor noruego, fué llevado á la operación
Phelps,
de la compañía
superficie. Cinco de los seis miembros
Dodge & Co., que han resultado en
del equipaje, que desaparecieron con dividendos mayores que jamás en sus
el buque, fueron salvados vivos.
El fondos. Con e pago este mes de $ü
teniente en comando Christiansen fué por acción s habrá distribuido en loa
hallado muerto en la torre.
tres primeros trimestres d4 año un to$20 por acción necesitando de
Se produjo una batalla recia entre tal de
sembolso do $9,niiii,H00.
soldados y la policía en Calgary, Al
Velma, la hljita de cuatro años del
berta, durante la cual se dieron varlot
y la Señora Richard Ownby de
tiros y se demolieron y quemaron las Señor
Boaz, cerca de Kenna, murió á reguarniciones de la policía montada.
sultas de una mordedura de crótalo.

Meeting State Educational
0
Association at Albuquerqua.
Socorro county has 8,454 pupils of
school age.
The new CarlBbad armory building
Is a fine one.
Piñón nuts are now being gathered
In the Bamnh section.
Nov

There are

179

cadets enrolled at

the Roswell Military Institute.
The sale of 42,000 acres of Mimbres
valley land was reported at Deming.
The Curry county grand jury was
discharged after indicting twenty-fou- r
persons.
Burglars broke into the Fort Sumner postoffice and carried away $01 in
postage stamps.
The boys' and girls' dormitory at
Rehoboth Mission, six miles east of
Gallup, was destroyed by fire.
A Mexicun couple In a box car at
Wilma, a station near Deining, was
found suffering with typhus fever.
Santa Fé merchants are making
plans for the entertainment of the Educational Association during Thanks
giving week.
Runert F. Asplund of the State Tax
Commission has begun the systematic
and detailed investigation of ixhool
finances in New Mexico.
The sectional conference of the Na
tional Association for the Study and
Prevention of Tuberculosis drew authorities of high standing to Albu
querque.
Chief of Police Ben Coles of Las
Vegas arrested one Albert Mazon,
alias Roy Purcell, on suspicion of
being the thief who has been robbing
Albuquerque residences.
It is estimated that Phelps, Dodge
& Co., produced during the first eight
months of the year approximately
pounds of copper, a big
115,000,000
increase over last year's total.
Rev. Duncan Matheson of Langdon,
North Dakota, has accepted the call to
fill the pulpit of the Presbyterian

church at

MeBilla

Park and State

Col-

lege.
Members of the Masonic fraternity
from all over the state of New Mexico, many of them accompanied by
their wives, were In Las Vegas, to at
tend the meeting of the grand lodge.
Juan Chavez, a hermit sheep grower
living several mjles west of San Marcial, was set upon by two Mexicans,
bound and severely beaten about the
head in an unsuccessful effort to compel him to reveal his hidden treasure.
At a meeting of the executive com
mittee of the State Sunday School Association held In Albuquerque, resolu
tions of respect were approved, in
memory of the Hon. W. H. Pope, form
er president and supporter of thiB association and its work.
Capt, W. C. Reid, general solicitor
in New Mexico for the Santa Fé railway, sent to A. E. James, director of
the Taxpayers' Association of New
Mexico, the company's check for $5,- 135 to cover its second year's mem
bership in the association.
P. R. Rose, a well known goat raiser
of the Animas section, in southern
Grant county, was murdered five
iles from the Parker ranch, the
scene of a double murder two months
ago, when William E. Parker and his
bride of a few weeks, were shot to

death.
The big Taos fiesta this year broke
all records for attendance.
During a dance at a school house
near Anthony, Dona Ana county,
Sixto Ortega and his wife were killed
and David Aguilar of Berino, was ser
iously
Constantble Patricio
hurt.
was arrested following the
Telles
tragedy and taken to Las Cruces by
deputy sheriffs.
Valentine Gutierrez, Jr., aged about
fifteen years, a resident of Pinos Altos, Grant county, where his father,
Valentine Gutierrez, Is engaged In
business, committed suicide in that
place by shooting himself through the
heart. Disappointment over a love
affair is given as the reason for the

Gain of Eight Million Over 1915 and
of Over Nine Millions Above
Amount Returned by Assessors.

Sania Fé. The total valuation of
taxable property In New Mexico, as
finally fixed by the State Tax Com-

mission for 1916, is $314,041,270. This
Is an Increase of $8,206,292 over the
valuation fixed by the commission for
1915, which was $305,774,978.
It exreoriginally
ceeds the valuation
turned by the assessors this year by

COUNTY

Chaves
Bernalillo
Colfax
Curry
Ilimu Ana
Rclcly
Grant
Uuaclnlupa
Lincoln
l.una
McKinley
Mora

Otero
Quay
Hlo Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval

Sun Juan
San MiKliel

Santa Fé
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia
Total

$

1.(131.(175
24,382,7.r.O

9,307,700
18, (83, 1160
11.416,520
24.518.109
13,324. 9S1
8,309,933
11.444.829
9,373.462
9,187,820
9.271.162
10.535.199
6.131,512
8.384.030
4,948,712
4.365.657
19.368 863
9,552.581
5.816.806
14,500,000
4.295.608
8 508.839
11,012,000
14.393.089

9.053.914
18,909.186
11.744,242
23,238,371
12.493,968
8,002.714
11.403,318
10.014,215
7,783.252
9.392.004
9.980,801
6.183.344
8,670,229
6.778,248
4.773,432
17.384.037
9,649,699
6,447.23:)
14,276,569
3.963,711
8.060,159
10.517,216
14.841,348

$314,041.270 $306,774,978

Laws Urged by Woman's Federation.
Las Vegas. The meeting of the
State Federation of Women's Clubs
here was largely attended and many
The legislative
subjects discussed.
committee was asked to secure an
adequate Juvenile Court law. An adequate juvenile delinquent law, applying to girls as well as boys. There is
no place to send delinquent girls at
present except to jail; laws further establishing property rights of married
women; laws providing for representation of women on boards of all state
institutions, penal, charitable and
adequate public health
educational;
legislation and establishment of state
health officer.

Take Scottish Rite Degree.
canSanta Fé. A class of
didates took the higher degrees of the
Scottish Rite at the Scottish Rite
Cathedral in this city. While this is
not the largest class on record, it is
Fifty-on-

e

fifty-on-

e

composed of candidates from all over
Hie state, and every one was enthusiastic over the beautiful scenery, the
superb lighting effects and the gorgeous costumes seen during the ceremonies, as well as the excellent musical program.

Twelve Cars of Beans Bring $25,000.
Although
the shipMountainair.
ment of beans has just started, the
having
billed
been
from the
first car
local station on Sept. 30, the Mountainair district is $25,000 richer on account of the shipment of twelve cars,
the last of which was hilled out on
Oct. 3. The first car brought about
$2,000 and those shipped more recently have brought more, making the total something over $25,000.

e

Anti-Hors- e

Tucumcari.

counties in
Two of the twenty-siNew Mexico have reported already
census.
school
the results of their
Union county this year has 6,808
pupils as compared with 8.275 in 1915.
Roosevelt county has 3,024 pupils, as
compared to 2,871 of last year.
New high record earnings and production have been established this
year by the operating subsidiaries of
Phelps. Dodge & Co., which have resulted in greater dividends than ever
before on this stock. With the payment this month of $8 per share there
will have been distributed in the first
three quarters of the year a total of
$20 per shiire requiring the disbursement of $9,0'W,O0O.
daughter
Velma, the little
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ownby of
as
the result
Boas, near Kenna, died
of being bitten by a rat.lesnake.

about results in
baking if you use

KC
It has

dent and Joplin, Mo., selected as the
1917 meeting place at the closing sesThief
sion of the National Anti-Hors- e
Association.
Other officers elected
were: A. A. Patterson, Spavlnaw,
Okla , vice president; J. W. Pence,
Springfield, III., secretary. A national board of extension was created with
E. Hitt Stewart, retiring president, as
chairman.
Man, 74, Takes Bride of 48.
Las Vegas. Jose Leon Gonzales,
aged 74 years, applied at the county
clerk's office for a license to wed Este-tanMedina, aged 48 years. Gonzales resides at Chupaderos,
and
Estefana Medina is a resident of
Accidentally Shot.
Deming. Ray Malcom of Hillsboro
was accidentally phot and killed by
Harry Benson on a hunting trip near
Elephant Butte.

BAKING
POWDER

been a stand- -

by for a quarter of
a century. Guaran-tee- d

under all
pure

food laws.

25 Ounces
(More

than a pound

brOKt

ffiffl

1(116.
1915.
1S.767.448 $ 18,138,851

23.741,4111
4,68 1, OS!)

To Try Out Fish Screens.
Santa Fé. In the belief that a part
of New Mexico's trout supply perishes annually in irrigation ditches,
the state game warden, the Santa Fé
young man's act.
ballots to de- Water Company, and the forest servIt required twenty-ninfor ice have agreed to install a series of
cide the Democratic nomination
screens in the comsheriff of Lincoln county, at the Dem- demonstration fish
pany's ditches leading out of the Rio
ocratic county convention at
ballot C. Santa Fé.
On the twenty-nintWalker Hyde, 'whose name had been
Horse Falls on Rider.
presented, but who had withdrawn,
Francisco Rascón roped
Hillsboro.
was nominated, neither John B. Balrd
nor George C. Clements, the other a young horse and while trying to subcandidates having been able to secure due it, his own mount fell on him and
he was seriously injured.
a majority.
The United States Civil Service
Thief Society Officers.
Commission announces an open competitive examination for field agent,
East Las Vegas. Herbert Williams
19,
the
at
18
and
for men only, on Oct.
of Newton, Kan., was elected presifollowing places in New Mexico: Albuquerque,
East Las Vegas, Las
Cruces, Raton, Roswell, Santa Fé and

never worry

$9,350,898.
The 1916 figures

were made public
by Howell Earnest, secretary of the
State Tnx Commission, following the
certification of the valuation to State
Auditor Sargent.
The tax rolls we're
revised and the valuations finally
fixed at the recent meeting of the
commission.
The 1916 total does not Include the
net products of mines, which will not
be determined until the February
meeting of the State Tax Commission. At that meeting the mine reports for the present calendar year
will be examined and the net value of
the mine output fixed for purposes of
taxation.
The 1915 total of taxable mine output was over $10,000,000, and it Is expected that the 1916 mine total will
considerably exceed that amount, due
to the increased production of several concerns.
The taxable valuations In each of
counties as finally
the twenty-sifixed by the tax commission, and the
valuations on which 1915 taxes were
assessed, follow:
Total Value Total Vnlue

need

You

t.l.

prieta for Coyotee .Skunke.Muakrats
and other Western Raw Furs than you
can obtain anywhere else on earth. No
Conwnteelona charged and we Belt you
I HAPS A I rAUIUKY PKIUES
Animal Bait, Cuna and Suppllaa at
rock bottom prices. Large can famous
Stephons Animal Bait, 60c. We are the
largest direct buyers of raw furs in the
West. Denver closest market for Western Trappers. Stephana personally
gradea all shipments, aaves you 25 on
express or parcel post charges and sends
money 2 to 10 dayB quicker. Write
Íour FREK Trap
para' Guide, Supply
Catalog and Game Laws. Telia all about
trapping and bow to prepara skins for
market. Will send fur price Hat, ship
Ding lags ana oigiuuatraiea
dook rHEL
STEPHENS ft CO.. 227 St whini Hldg.. Dtnrtr, Colo. fl

CANADA

HAS

BIG TELESCOPE

Reflecting Apparatus at Victoria
Said to Be the Largest Yet
Constructed.

l

e,
reflecting
which ranks in size us the
largest telescope of that type yet completed, has been constructed for the
Dominion Astronomical observatory nt
Victoria, Cunada. The instrument Is
described in I'opulur Mechanics. The
mirror, which in this type of telescope
takes the pluce of n lens in concentrating the rays of light, measures 73
Inches In diameter over all, Is 12 Inches
thick at the edges, nnd is pierced by
Inches In dia hole ten nnd
ameter. The silvered upper surface is
n parabola to bring the reflected light
to n focus, 30 feet above the mirror.
This enormous piece of glass weighs
two nnd
tons nnd yet is so
accurately supported that no flexure
can distort the surface, which most
nowhere deviate from the theoretical
0
curve more Hum a
of an Inch.
The Instrument weighs 55 tons nnd
will rest on massive piers of
foreed concrete. The tube Is 31 feet
long nml weighs 12 tons. Of unusual
interest from an engineering point of
view are the dome and observing
bridge. The former is 30 feet in di
ameter nnd Is provided with a double
shutter having an opening 15 feet wide.
All the movements, Including revolution tó any desired position as well as
the operation of the shutter, wind
shield and the observing bridge, are
accomplished by means of electric motors.

A

seventy-three-lnc-

Unearned Increment Measured in Crop.
The average vnlue of farm lnnd
throughout the United States In 1010,
aside from buildings, was $32.40 nn
acre, according to the census. In 1918,
according to the department of agriculture, this vnlue hud grown to $45.50,
an Increase of 40 per cent. Since the
total value of farm lands, aside from
buildings, was returned in 1010 as
$28,475,000,000,
the total increment
since then must be more than eleven
billions.

Following are some individual attending a bull fight in which
half as long at any time during
MOUNTAINAIR
the year of continuous rain and expressions most of them made two bulls were killed, but the
cloudiness.
directly to the writer a few by matadores were unhurt.
They Special Correspondence.
And thus it happened that hearsay:'
came away with their curiosity
This part of the country has
OF
I. L. Ludwick. fifty per cent, fully satisfied and glad they live
most of the bean growers were
Some
caught napping, and will sustain though Mr. Ludwick expects to under a flag whose national game had a thorough soaking.
a loss which in the aggregate reduce this by the following de- is base ball instead of bull fight estimate that three inches of
water has fallen since October 1.
Probably the readers of this will amount to a considerable scribed expedient: He will con- ing.
Others claim more. At this
calamity.
trough,
a
struct
set
it
angle
at
an
Conditions in Juarez would
paper have become pretty well
In figuring their loss nearly and run the beans slowly through have to be seen to be imagined: writing, Sunday the 15th., the
convinced that the News-Heralall take into account a probable it, having people on each side to Poverty, filth and dirt on all indications are that it will be a
tells the truth as nearly as it can
cutting
of price on their entire pick out by hand as many as pos- sides. Beggars without number-Childre- week before bean threshing will
be ascertained in every case. It crop
be resumed.
Some say that it
it will sible of the spoiled beans.
with scarcely any
is a settled policy of the paper to be due to the fact that prevent
impossible
W. E. Sanders thinks his loss clothing, and many old people will be a week before a wagon
to
almost
do so, because the management
can be taken into the field. That
a few spoiled beans from getting will be small. He had stacked
Even the soldiers
considers itself under contract
good ones,
mixed
the
in
loads, and these he are a pitiable looking lot so there will be some damaged
but
a
with
few
with its subscribers to follow
Some
We are inclined to think that spread out to dry. Those in the poorly dressed, so different in beans seems probable.
such a policy.
Some
the
loss will not be as heavy as shock he thinks are not damaged appearance from our own neatly stacks took water badly.
In pursuance of that policy we
some are estimating.
At any appreciably, but there will be dressed boys in camp nearby farmers have thought it advisable
are under the unpleasant necessr
to scatter their stacks. Beans in
rate,
not.
hope
we
some lcs3 from shattering
in over which floats the stars and
ty this week of recording the
small shocks in the field will not
The highest estimate is fifty handling.
stripes.
question
great
And the
fact that rain in the' Estancia per cent, and the lowest is pracC. B. Roland thinks his loss comes up at this time, Will Old be damaged to any great extent,
Valley has just proven to be a
it is thought, unless the rains
tically nothing. A considerable will not be great.
His were Mexico ever have a ruler strong
pretty serious calamity.
But there will be
continue.
thirty
probably
least
amount,
at
part
stacked,
and
of
them
were
enough to unite and govern her some
The calamity is not so much
through
los3
shattering.
threshed
carloads,
been
and
by
wagon sheets and people? Let us hope she will as
have
covered
due to the simple fact of Lhe rain, as one
s
It is estimated that fully
expressed it are "in were found to be dry.
man
their
distressed condition needs
but to the fact that it was an un- the bank." Striking an approxiof the crop is yet
A. W. Lyttle thinks his loss is relief at once.
precedented fact, and nobody
Local biyers have ofmate average of the estimates fifty per cent, and thinks the
expected it or was prepared for
fered $5.50 for recleaned beans
of the " farmers themselves, the beans in the shock are damaged
it.
' - MARRIED
on board the cars; $5.10 and as
present estimated loss of the ag- considerably.
Beginning on the 9th and endhigh as $5.20 have been offered
gregate crop is somewhere iiear
Jess
Hubbard
is
reported
to
es
ing on the 14th five days the
huller.
Taking Mr. timate his loss at $1,000.
twenty percent.
A pretty home wedding was for. beans from the
rainfall amounted to'4.39 inches.
Harwell's estimate of $375,000 as
U. Brown is reported to es witnessed Sunday afternoon by There seems to be a big demand.
E.
The Estancia record covers
There is renewed activity in
the value of the entire crop, this timate himself $1,000 poorer.
near relatives and friends, when
eleven years, and this rainfall of would
J. A.. Cooper has
a money loss to the
mean
T, Blaney had barn room Jackson Long led to the altar real estate.
J.
five days is more by about half
bean farmers of the county of for twice as many beans as he Annie B. Kuykendall, only bought a half section three mile3
h
an inch than
of the $75,000 certainly a calamity.
had, but Btacked them in the daughter of Mrs. Nettie B. Kuy- north of town from J. J. White.
annual average precipitation for
As before said, we think and open, never dreaming of such a kendall, of the Silverton country. The "deal included six head of
the' eleven years. And this is hope will be
it
less, as it is the rain, He doesn't estimate his
The bride was beautiful and mules. The price paid issaid to
not all.. It is more than has falltendency of almost every man to loss but knows there will be a charming in white embroidered have been close to $5,000.
en during any three months of
his loss at first.
T. L. Capt shipped out eight
voile over blue silk. The groom
loss.
any one of the eleven years. And overestimate
cars of cattle last week.
There is also a. considerable
happy
serge.
Kuykendall
smiling
Mrs.
in
blue
and
says
they
had
is
this not all. During the eleven loss of hay, and bean hulls where
their stacks well covered and
After the ceremony, which
Mr. and Mrs. Booker Rhoades
years there has not been a period
threshing had already been done! thinks their loss will be small.
was performed by W. S. Buck- - have a new baby at their house.
Mr. Dow, the Tajique merch- ner, all repaired to the dining
Dalton Priddy went over to
ant, says the loss will be heavy. room where light refreshments Albuquerque last week and
ANOTHER RIGRLY REMUNERATIVE
Finley Davis had fifty tons of were served by Mrs. Kuykendall bought a new buggy and harness
hay in shock in Mestenio draw, assisted by her sister, Mrs, and a well drill.
DEMOCRATIC FAMILY OFFICE UNDER which was surrounded by water Buckner. The dining room was
several inches in denth for i tastefully decorated with cut
week or more and is a total loss. flowers.
THE McDONALD ADMINISTRATION He sustains a heavy loss
The young couple will remain
on his
beans, and thinks the total will with their mother for several
days, after which they will occube $1,000.
Secretary of State Antonio Lucero Naturally Is Anxious to Succeed
J- L. Smith says his
loss will py the house now occupied by W.
Himself in an Office That Has Provided Employment for as Many
S. Buckner.
as Five Members of His Family at a Time and a Family Income be $500. He had his beans in
The young couple have a host
the
stack
and
could
had
have
a
SZO.UÜU.
m.uuu
irom
De Baca's Print
Jod mat Totals Ulose to
ing Company Also Finds Relations with Secretary Highly Satis- - them all threshed if the machine of friends who wish them a haphad gotten there when expected py and prosperous married life.
lactory.
These expressions probably
feanta Fe, N. M Oct. 19. Secretary of State Antonio Lucero and his
represent a pretty fair average
family have tapped the New Mexico state payroll for a total of approximately
.$21,000 since Mr Lucero accepted the office in January, 1912, at the hands for the county,
Of an admiring people. Pretty fair pickings for an official drawing but
Altogether, even at the best,
j,uoo a year under the law, eh, what?
Mr. Lucero is the candidate on, tlio Democratic ticket to succeed him- mere is a neavy loss,
and one Special Correspondence.
would not object to a few years more of access to the state salary funds.
Mr. Capt of Mountainair spent
can
ill
afforded.
be
that
Mr. Lucefo is a "deserving Democrat" who has made of the Secretary's
But, while this fact must be Sunday night at the Maloney
ornee a sort or general tamiiy exenequer.
Mr. Lucero Is the candidate on the Democratic ticket to succeed him- - faced,
there is no use crying over house.
s
seir, Deing a prominent member of tho McDonald-DSan Miguel
spilled milk. Keep a stiff upper
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Johnson
County Democratic machine.
The records show times when as many as five members of Mr. Lucero's lip and resolve to be better pre have gone to Madrone, where
Immediate family were drawing comfortable salaries from the office of the
Mr. Johnson will have charge of
Secretary of State. There were times when some of them oven held down pared next time.
two jobs at once; likewise annexing the two salaries thereof.
the section.
In addition Mr. Lucero has not neglected his personal business interests,
The new seats for the school
since ho has awarded various attractive departmental printing jobs to the
TRIP house have arrived and Messrs.
Martinez Publishing Company of Las Vegas. He is an officer of this com- AN INTERESTING
pany, of which E. C. DeBaca, tho Democratic candidate for Governor of
What
Ross and Heal have prepared
new iviexico, is tne active managing otllcer.
I Want!"
In the face of this somewhat raw record in fast and successful nepotism
occupancy.
them
for
J. C. Peterson and wife who
the graceful Mr. Lucero has the crust ta invite the people of New Mexico to
"Give me cake made
Mr. and Mrs.- - J. C. Power
him. This admirable nerve is readily explained by the palpable went to El Paso on Friday
with Calumet I know hat
piggishness of the man as shown by his stewardship of the Secretary's of- I know its
I'm getting
delegates to the 23rd Annual In moved to the Peel place Tuesday.
uce.
pure,vrholesome, nourishing,
Lucero lost no time when he became the Secretary of State. He ternational Irrigation Congress, They have been living with his
tempting; and tasty.
started immediately with the thrifty plan of keeping as much of the revenuo
'It'sall in Calumet's
father till now.
have returned.
or nis ornee as possible In the immediate family. Mr. Lucero saw no neces
leavening and raising
sity for distributing the jobs other than to his children, thus contributing
They report this the most suc
power its absolute pnrity.
Little Miss Cora Belle AddingUse Calumet for uniform
,quiio materially to tne general ramny income and support.
How well ho cessful and profitable meeting in ton has been sick for several
succeeded in carrying out this plan of getting all there is to get while the
results and economy."
getting is good, may be judged from the fact that an official audit of his the history of the association days.
She has been wading too
Received Highest Awards
bftice made by the state traveling auditor's force at the close of the second
Ntvi CmI Bart Frtt
Stt Slip ia Pound Cam
fiscal year of statehood showed the Lucero family to have annexed the snug There is a wonderful display of much, her parents think.
all kinds of products found in the
total In salary and wage? of $13,369.75.
Monday was branding day at
In addition to this there was papa's profit in somo $2,210.00 paid during
They had their
,the samo period to Mr. De Baca's paper, La Voz del Pueblo and the Martinez different states and countries D. F. Heal's.
represented. Of our states, Ok round-uPublishing Company.
several days ago.
Governor William C. McDonald has stated that if De Baca is elected Gov- lahoma, Arizona, South Dakota
Jno. McGillivray received a
ernor he will make the same kind of Governor that he, McDonald, has been.
This being true La Voz del Pueblo and tho Martinez Publishing Company and New Mexico seem to be the car load or analta last week.
will do right well,- especially if Lucero should remain Secretary of State. four leaders in variety and quali
He believes in preparedness.
Lieutenant Governor De Baca has not lost anything on the printing he has
ty displayed.
Canada has a
done for the Secretary's office.
Mrs. J. W. Walker, with her
Nearly two fiscal years have elapsed since the fiscal audit showed the splendid display.
Lucero family grab of ?13,3S9.73.
daughter and son, Sara and
All the little intimate details of Mr.
little
The Auto Show is a creditable
administration of automobile licenfe tax funds and office fee collecleft for St. Charles, Mis
John,
tions since that time are not available. Moreover the citizens feel a certain display of all makes of cars and
liesitancy about inquiring, into them because it seems too much like going
souri, on the Wednesday morn
southin
found
the
into Mr. Lucero's private family affairs. However, if the official audit made accessories
They will visit in
by the traveling auditor's department showing the emoluments of the Lu- west and has many interested ing's train.
St. Louis and Chicago before
cero family up to that time may be used as a basis for calculation it appears
visitors
times.
at
all
that the Lucero tribe has received well up towards $25,000 during their luMrs. Walker is to
their return.
crative official residence In the Secretary's office. For it is not considered
An interesting part of the trip
medical treatment while
likely that having started out so well In behalf of his family Mr. Lucero
receive
to them was the visit to Ft. Bliss
would fall down at the finish.
away.
Be that as it may, there are records to show that up to the first nine and Camp Pershing, the latter
months of J910 the house of Lucero had received in salaries or wages ex- being the camp of the 6th Ohio
actly $21,139.75 from the State of New Mexico a total not to be sneezed at.
Cheap and bigcan Baking Powders donoi
There should bo added to this the profits of the printing jobs given to De National Guard, Hospital and
NEGRA
Isave you money. Calumet does it's pure
Baca's shop at Las Vegas.
Corps. Co. K of the
Ambulance
Chief assistants of the Democratic Secretary's laudable ambition to
land for superior to sour milk and soda.
keep as much public money as possible in the family have been his ener- Ohio National Guards and the Special Correspondence.
getic son, Antonio Lucero, Jr., and his three charming daughters, Miss Ambulance Corps is made up of
Miss Sarah Webb arrived Sat
Aurora Lucero, Miss Delia Lucero and Miss Julia Lucero. They have had
assistance at times from Mr. Lucero's sisters, Miss F. Lucero and Mrs. J. boys from Mrs. Peterson's home urday to spend the winter witn
Valerio. These ladies while not constantly on the payroll have done what city (Toledo), and a visit with her sister Mrs. L. P. Walter.
theycould to assist the Secretary In corrallng the coin.
SEE THE NEW
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Melton
Were it not such a glaring instance of salary grabbing
a sort of round- them was an enjoyable affair to
up of the State Treasury for the purpose of enriching himself in public all concerned.
spent the day Wednesday with
office one could not but admire Lucero for the thoroughness with which ho
Forty-fiv- e
thousand boys fully Mrs. Emma beay.
has made a $3,000.00 salary yield several times that amount each year in tho
BABY OVERLRND
family income. It requires finished ability as a salary grabber and Mr. equipped ara now in camp and
The Spanish class met at the
even
prolific
his
in
associates
Lucero outshines
other offices in the Demo- by Saturday 75,000 are expected school house Saturday night. before buying.
cratic state administration. Keeping a son and three daughters and a few
sisters on the State payroll in one office at
All seem to think Nine were present.
to be there.
Electric lights, electric starter.
time is going some.
In tho public record Antonio Lucero, Jr., appears variously as a recipiForty-fivin Sunday school visible oil feed, 31 i horsepower,
they
getting
are
excellent train
ent of salary as clcrji of the automobile licenses, as clerk of the office fees,
life. last Sunday, making five more best on market for money. $715
jis translator of ths Laws and Journal-- of the First State Legislature, which ing in regard to camp
netted him $235, and as an
clerk roceiving a salary from the con- However, the Pennsylvania and than the Sunday before.
delivered.
tingent funds of the office. Antonio, Jr., is still holding down one section
A. W. Walter arrived last
of the payroll in papa's office and quite recently has been doing a lightning Ohio boys are anxiously looking
J. A. SEAL, County Manager,
Missouri,
week from Marceline,
.Change from automobile license clerk to personal stenographer of the Secforward to an exchange and re to visit his brothers. Chas- and
retary.
,
Mountainair, N. M.
It appears also from the record that tho Misses Aurora. Julia and Delia turn home early in November
L. P. Mr. Walter is much taken
pre finished young ladies, thoroughly equipped for Secretarial work. They a return home subject to call up with the country here and is
appear to havo been able to do most anything around Father's office, someliable to locate here.
times doing as many as three things at once. There was absolutely nothing back if needed in service.
about office work that these young ladles have not known: stenography,
interesting
day
was
Another
clerking, proofreading on public documents, and bookkeeping.
Their names
run through the record of salary payments on the Secretary's various public the day spent across the border
accounts like the refrain of a beautiful song.
in Juarez:, Old Mexico. They
dealers in
Mar; E. WoodalL
It is small wonder that the Lucero family wants to continue as SecreLive Stock
tary of State. It Is good business for the Lucero family. The Secretary's were told "it was reasonably
Postoffice,
Office and its public funds appear in tho light of annuities for Mr. Lucero's
Mcintosh, N. M.
safe to go across, but not to be
Range, Estancia
Children.
Valley near Salt
Range six miles
found there after sun down."
tne matter is now up to the public 'and particularly to the Democrats
Lake
west of Mcintosh.
arge numbers of "deserving Democrats" have been denied lobs In tho Snr. While there they had the pleasLucia, N. M.
Brandleftühoulder
étary's office because there Is always a Lucero for every lob and every ure if so it might be called
of
lary.
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CEDARJROVE
Special Correspondence.

Marshall Hill is on the sick list

this week.

WnrA in tielnor elrftnlntprl tkot- a

literary is to be started soon.
Rev. Buckner will preach again
Let everyone
next Sunday.
come out and hear him.
Mrs. Eblen's brother and family of Clifton, Arizona, returned
to their home this week.
Rov JMiller has trapped thrp
coyotes this week.
School was opened with about

FOR

INSECT

twenty-fiv-

The insects pictured below have lessened this year's bean crop by approximately 44 per cent., or

THIS AMOUNT IS WORTH SAVING
It is to Your Interest to STUDY THESE CUTS and ACT!

e

pupils.

Mrs.

S. B.

Douglas is teacher.
Miss Emma Eblen took the
prize at the fair on crochet work.
Her work was a crocheted comh- ing jacket and was original.
Joe Fehmer, who has been
visiting in the Woodall home: left
Sunday for El Paso and will go
from there to Arizona.
The Mutual Benefit Society
met last week with Mrs. Chas.
Kellogg. Work was done for
Mrs. Kellogg. A very enjoyable
The Society is
day was spent.
planning on giving a Hallowe'en
social at the school house, so
watch for the announcement and
be sure and attend and we will
assure you a good time.
Rain! Rain! Rain! Every
day for a whole week it has
The first sunshiny day
rained.
found the farmer spreading his
Undoubtedly
beans out to dry.
it will mean a big loss, but,
"There is no great great loss
without some small gain. ' ' The
ground will be in fine shape for
next year's crop.

PLEASANTVIEW
Special Correspondence.

BEAN BEETLE

The community has emoved a
week of rain. With such a good
season, the probabilities are a
Mature Beetle.
A Larva (worm stage). B-successful crop another year.
D Egg Massea.
F. G. Krigger and wife of Ada.
The real name of this insect is the Bean Lady- Oklahoma, spent the week end
of last week in the Walpole home.
-bird.
In time, if not controlled, it is likely This family accompanied by their
son, also their niece, who is stop- to become the most serious pest of the three mg in Mountamair, will leave
shown on this page. It is a curious fact that this week for San Francisco, via
Paso, where they will spend
only two other species of this family of beetles El
the winter. Mr. Krigger is fav
feed upon vegetation, the normal food of the orably impressed with this counfamily being plant lice, scale insects, and soft try. He is an old miner and says
the mountains look good to him.
bodied larvae. The mature worm is about the
Mrs. Waggoner and daughter
same length as the beetle, has a light yellow col- Ethel were shopping in
Monday.
or, and is covered with stout branched spines,
that are black at the tip. The worm, when full W. W. Manning had business
grown, fastens the posterior end of its body to in Manzano this week. He was
looking for that party that needthe under side of the leaf and in a few days ed that well drilled.
sheds its outer skin containing the spines and
On account of the heavy rains
changes to the rest state. From these pupae this week Miss Gladys Bruner
absent from her school
the beetle appears in a few days. The insect was
duties.
winters over in the beetle stage. There is but Sunday school was well attend
one brood to a season. Fall plowing will do the ed in spite of the inclement
Yes, and a
least towards destroying this insect of any of the weather Sunday.
You are invited
new pupil too.
by
removthough
help
mentioned,
will
it
three
to attend for we meet regularly
ing the places of refuge, and cause the insect, to at 10 o'clock each Sunday.
Well, yes, we are looking for a
a certain extent, to seek quarters elsewhere.
preacher
second Sunday in
This insect can be controlled by spraying the Novemberthe
and we don't want to
plants with a poisonous mixture bordeaux mix- be disappointed. Bro. Williams
visited us the 2nd
ture and arsenate of lead thoroughly, before of Estancia
inst. Perhaps a Methodist min
large
numbers.
the worms appear in
ister would visit us. You are
Farms should be supplied with power spray outMr. Clark and family of Moun- fits, as it is possible also to control the flea beecame out home and spent
tle, shown on the opposite side, by spraying. tainair
over Sunday.
The same machine can be used in the spraying
Sherman Bruner was butcher- of the potato crop, which suffers most through man
this week, having killed a
blight, and can be overcome only with the spray.
old steer,
and selling
Leave nothing to chance, and you will find thct among his neighbors.
Yes, and
the agriculture of this county will grow in direct pro it was hne, too. Folks say they
portion to your efforts put forth in living up to this would be glad if he would murder one each month or oftener.
good slogan.
The singing class met Sunday
FALL PLO W. CLEAN CULTIVA TE.
afternoon preparatory for the
Singing Convention which will
convene the first Sunday in November at the school house.
We want to give you a "gentle
reminder" of that box supper at
the school house Friday night,
the 27th. As we told you last
week the candidates will have a
fine opportunity to tell what office they are seeking, by being
present, and we invite you, as
well as the ladies with filled
boxes,
Guy Parker and wife and F.
G. Krigger and wife took an outing last Sunday up the moun-- ,
tains.
Mr." Meadows .and eon will
begin threshing beans u gain tomorrow (Monday) after a week's
rest, caused by the rains.

Responsible for $26,000.00

FLEA BEETLE
Responsible for $14,000.00
A
C--

Larva (worm state).
Egg Masses. E--

Mature Beetle.
Body Segments.

B

The beetle shown magnified about six times
natural size.
This insect belongs to the chewing class, and
repeatedly effects enormous damage where
large numbers infest a field. Very little is known
of its life history. The beetles during late June
and early July come out in enormous numbers,
gnawing holes in the foliage of the bean plants
attacked, so that when in abundance they completely destroy the foliage of the plant in two
or three days, often necessitating
The beetle in the worm state feeds on the
In the Midroots of various common weeds.
dle West they have been observed to be fully
grown in May, and usually emerge from the
pupa stage (rest stage) about the second week
in June. They do most damage to the young
plants where both young and old plants are to
be found close together.
From the data acquired it would seem probable that the insect winters in the worm stage
in the roots of various weeds and develops to
the adult in the early summer, when the eggs
are laid. There seems to be no direct evidence
of a second generation.
The destruction of weeds, together with fall
plowing, is of necessity of great importance.
While this may not control the insect completely, it is true that these operations alone reduce
losses from this source to the minimum.
PALL
PLOW. CLEAN CULTIVATE.

r.wi"s.il'jiaji"t3lfctgáy

CUT WORM

Responsible for $ 25,000.00
1

A Adult Moth.

Larva (worm stage).

B CD

E--

Egg Masses.

Here is our most serious problem in connection with raising
beans and most of the forage crops.
This insect, together with the other two shown in the cuts,
is naturally fostered and helped to continue to exist where fall
plowing is not practiced. We are all familiar with the habits
of this insect, and know that it is practically impossible to exterminate the same after it appears in the field.
Believe in Preparedness and fight this pest in the fall and
winter when it is most easily destroyed.
The moth lays its eggs in early summer. These hatch and
the small worm does some feeding on roots and tender foliage
during the late summer and fall. The damage at this period
is not evident because crops are fairly large and the insect is
small. . The small worm seeks natural shelter under weeds and
"other vegetation. As frost approaches and the days become
colder the worm goes deeper in search for its winter quarters.
At this time it is most easily destroyed.
Fall plowing destroys the worm in three ways:
Some are buried too deep for further existence.
Some are mechanically destroyed, and still more die through exposure.
If left undisturbed the worm becomes active as the warm spring days approach, and is seen attacking all of the plants which mean dollars and cents
to the farmer. From this stage it enters the pupa stage (rest period), and
later becomes the moth which causes most complaint in our quiet evening
Under field conditions fall
hours, when the lamp light is its objective.
plowing is our only remedy, and will control the cut worm almost absolutely,
if practiced year in and year out, together with clean cultivation.

FALL PLOW.

CLEAN CULTIVATE.

Moun-taina-

ir

ar

"'

Fall Plowing Betters Land, Conserves Moisture, Kills Insects and

Makes it Possible to Plant at the Right Time in Better Seed Bed

BE A DEMONSTRATOR IN YOUR DISTRICT
ROLAND HARWELL,
County Agricultural Agent
Neal Jenson

0

U. S. Commissioner
Business of "all Kinds Transacted.
Fire. Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow
ledged. Residences and

Land Office

0

Farms for Rent.

Estancia, New Mexico
aiy? iüíjch
"" """"
u
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0

0

RANCH
SHLINA
dealers in
.

w

SEE THE NEW

BABY

OVERLRND

before buying.
Electric lights, electric starter,
visible oil feed, SH horse power,
best on market for money. $715
delivered.
I. A.

BEAL,

County Manager,
N. M.

r. s.

eoenKHNE

Shoe and Harness
Repairing
All work guaranteed
Shop on North Main Street
Estancia,

New Mexico

i

l

Range,
Estancia
Valley near Salt

Call and see Mrs. Watson's
line of millinery, linen handkerchiefs and hosiery.
HOW

CATARRH

IS

CONTRACTED.

Mothers are sometimes so thoughtless
as to neglect the colds which their
Lake
contract. The inflammation of
children
Lucia, N. IfL.
the mucus membrane, at first acute,
becomes chronic and the child has
chronic
catarrh, a disease that is
seldom cured ai d that may prove a
life's burden. Many persons who have
Mary K Woodall, this loathsome disease will remember
having had frequent colds at the time
PoBtofflce,
A little forethought,
was contracted.
Mcintosh, N. M. it
a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough RemRange bíx miles edy, judiciously used,
and all this
west of Mcintosh. trouble might have been avoided.

r,3 Brandleftihoul ce

everywhere.

ESTANCIA

YOUNG WOMEN
MAY AVOID PAIN
Need Only Trust to Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable
Mrs. Kurtz weg.

In the Museum.
Manager Whnt'H the mjitti'r with
the "Human Out rich?"
AxslHtiint
Swnllowcil
llshbono at
breakfast this morning.

The Red Mirage

if you wish hmutiful, clear white
clothes, use lied Cross Bag Blue. At all
gooa grocers. Adv.
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of any
If yon kno-T18

younfr

wo-- T.

s,t'k and needs lielp- xui ouvko, bk iier to write to tho
tydla
K.Pmklimn Medicine Co.,,
:
T.vnn. Mahr. 4k.,)..
receive her letter, and it will be
held la strictest confidence.
Ladder Needed.
Ludy We always keep the hose
renuy In ease of u Zeppelin raid.
Visitor Hut, surely, my dear, it
would never reach tliein nt (he height
they y. London Punch.
Evaporates.
"Pride Roes before a full, you know,
"Maybe It does; but it goes u lot
quicker after one."
Youngstown, ()., now has 1,000 pub
lic school pupils, an increase of 2,000
flver 1015.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That's Why You're Tired Out of Sorts
Have no Appetite
CARTER'S LITTLE at
v
'Am
N.
AT
LIVER PILLS
will put you right
in a few days.
ITTLE
"
They d
their duty.
Cure Constipation.
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache

ICartfrs

Jr

JÍ

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

FOR PERSONAL. HYC.1FNF.
Dissolved in water for douches stops
peine catarrh, ulceration and inflam- nation. Recommended by Lydia E
Pinkham Med. Co, for tea years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.

b no more necettary
than Smallpox. Army

experience h demonstrated,
the almost miraculous effi
cacy, and hannletsnett, of Aatltypbold Vaccination.
Be neclnated MOW by your physician, you and
your family. It Is more rltal than bouse Insurance.
Ask your physician, druggist, or send fof "Kara
you bad Typhoid?" tell inn of Typbold Vaccine,
resulta from us and danger from Typbold Carrleii,
THE CUTTM LABOtATORY, BCH.CLEY, CAL.
Boauciaa vaccinia a siauaa vaaia u. a. ao. ucsasi
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Clean Record.,
"Whnt makes Jinks so proud of his
ancestors? I never heard any of them
did anything."
That's exactly the point. So many
persons' ancestors did do things which
got them Into trouble with the police,
Richmond Times-Dispatc-

Still Something Due.
Doc, I owe you my life.
Doctor Yes, and that isn't ull.
Minnesota Minnehaha.
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Bylvla Omney, her lover, Richard
finds, has fallen In love with Captain Arnaud of the Foreign Legion. In
Captain Sower's room Karquhar forces
Sower to have Preston's I O U's returned to him. Farquhar Is helped to his
rooms by Gabrtelle Smith. Sower demands
an apulnKy. Hefuied, he forces Farquhar
to resign his commission In return for
possession
of Farquhar's father's written confession that he had murdered Sowr,

er's

j

Oodda Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodds Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Dodds Dyspepsia Tablets for Indigestion have been proved.
60c. per box. Adv.

s
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tmtPumpkin

By I. A. R. WYLIE

father. Gabrtelle saves Farquhar
from suicide. To shield Arnaud, Sylvia's
fiance, Farquhar professes to have stolen
With Cutlcura Soap and Ointment. war plans and tells the real culprit why
he did so. As Richard Nameless he Joins
Nothing Better. Trial Free,
the Foreign Legion and see J3ylvla, now
Mmo. Arnaud, meet Colonel Dcstlnn.
mets Sylvia and Gabrlelle, and
Bathe the affected part with Cutlcura Farquhar
learns from Corporal Goets of the colSoap and apply the Ointment. For ec onel's cruelty. Arnaud becomes a drunkand opium smoker. Sylvia becomes
zemas, raslies, irritations. Dimrjles.dan. ard
friendly with Colonel Destlnn. Arnaud
druff and sore hands Cutlcura Soap becomes jealous of Farquhar. Farquhar,
nn
guard at a villa where a dance Is In
and Ointment are supreme. Nothing progress.
Is
down by Arnaud. Arbetter, cleaner or purer than these naud justifiesshot
hlB Insanely Jealous action
Colonel Destlnn. Arnaud goes to a dancsuper-cream- y
emollients at anv nrice to
ing girl who loves him for comfort. GaFree sample each bv mail with Book brtelle meets Lowe, for whom she had
and
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L, sacrificed position and reputation,Sylvia
tells him she is free from him.
Boston. Sold everywhere.
ArAdv.
meets Destlnn hohind the mosque.
naud becomes 111 but Bylvla will not help
Gahim, nor Interfere for Farquhar.
Badges for the Wounded.
brlelle, aiding Farquhar, who is under
Those people whose curiosity leads punishment, is mistaken by him In his
for 8ylvla. Farquhar delivers a
them to study the many badges of delirium
message to Destlnn at ntght and finds
rank which now decorate the sleeves Sylvia with him. He learns that It was
of oflicers and men of the allied anules tiaDHelle who aided him.
have been puzzled by the appearance
121
of a new budge in the French army.
There are women who appear
French soldiers on leave In England
able to fool all men with their
may be seen wearing narrow stripes on
wiles, but they can't fool smart
the nrm above the elbow and ordinary
women. Sylvia made men mispeople have been nimble to understand
erable wherever she went
why some of the rank and filo huve
made them throw their lives
been oble to sport even more of these
away recklessly.
But the dawn
decorations than oflicers of high rank,
of a day of reckoning la beginexplanation
Is
simple. Every stripe
The
ning for her, and a woman of
means wounded once. The French
her own sort la the Instrument.
government has inaugurated a scheme
by which every soldier is entitled to
wear one for every time he has been
CHAPTER XIV Continued.
wounded.
Some men have already won several
"Faithful friend!" He caught her
such stripes and the other day one hand roughly from the bridle. "There
man In London was the proud wearer Is something n all this I don't understand. Have I been mad or dreamof nine.
ing?"
"Dreaming, Richard."
8UFFERED FOR FOUR YEARS.
"Oh, I remember 'the men who folMr. J. M. Sinclair of Ollvehill, low mirages die.' That was the night
Tenn., writes: "I strained my back, when she came to give me 'God
my kidnoys and speed,' and It was for that man who
which weakened
caused an awful bad backache and came to me that night on the plateau
inflammation
of who saved me? Was It you?"
"Yes."
the bladder.
La
"And everything
all you said was
ter I became so
much worse that a He, a charitable farce?"
"It was the truth."
I
consulted
He did not speak for a moment. He
doctor, who said
that I had Dla bent lower in the saddle, as though
"1
ILUIÉI m
C:Ks
to
penetrate the twilight that hid her
ML
betes and that
tiy H
my heart was af- - from him. And suddenly It was her
iectea. i suner. hand that sought his and held It.
Mr. J. M. Sinclair. ed for four years
"I am sorry!" she said. "I did not
and was In a nervous state and very mean to hurt you."
"I have to thank you," he answered
much depressed.
The doctor's medi
cine didn't help me, so I decided to Unevenly.
Then gently he freed himself and,
try Dodds Kidney Fills, and I cannot
say enough to express my relief and pulling his horse round in the middle
thankfulness, as they cured me. Dia- of the road, galloped back in the dimond Dinner Pills cured me of Con rection of the barracks.

The Old, Old Story.
'Owens boasts that he never tells
the same story twice."
'His tailor knows differently."

HAIR BALSAM

A toll.t prepwitlon of merits
Helps to .rtdicat. dandruff.

For Raatorinr Color

ITCHING

A Story of the French Legion in Algiers

stipation."

Hu xtrmorrinsuT dearuini and fernucidal power.
S ampia Free. 50c. all druggisti, or postpaid by
maiL The PaxtonToilrt Company, Bot on, Mtj.
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fEvery Woman Wants

TYPHOID

Millions in Sand and Qravel.
IHii'Imk 111' lust .vonr 7!,2.Sl,7:tri Hhort
tnuH of nuimI ami gravel. having
ml lie of !f 'j:,,,V4((,;)!f!l. were ilng out in
the United Suites.
Motion Picture Industry.
The motion picture Is more than
fifty years old if we timlei'stund by
tlint term liny device for producing
the optical illusion of moving objects.
Those toys were called by vurlous
names, such as thiiuinntrope, zuetrope,
strolioscopc, phenuklKloscopc, stereoscopic cabinet, kineinatoscope, etc. Tlie
first exhibition of photographic motion
pictures was made by Henry lloyl, in
Philadelphia, ill 1807.
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Headgear In War.
army wus equipped
with steel helmets long before the war
was begun. After the conflict was well
under way the French discovered that
d
the percentage of head wounds
by their soldiers was much
greater than the percentage in the
Merman nrmy. The French adopted
the steel helmet. The Dritish followed
g
HUit, und now even the
Russians have equipped a small part
of their force with the best form of
protection agulnst head wounds. After
Russia comes the United States with
an announcement through the war department that steel helmets for American soldiers ore being "considered."
Washington Herald.

The German

Com-pound.sa- ys

Buffalo, N.Y. " My daughter, whosa
picture ia herewith, was much troubled
unnnrnnm nwiui pains in her
DacK and aides every
month and they
would sometimes ha
ml so bad that it would
seem like acute inflammation of some
organ. She read
your advertisement
in the newspapers
and tried Lvdia E.
Pinkham's Veje- "
J
o K
t
u i oa vuiupuuuu.
r
,
v
She rjraises
it hiirhiv
cuevea 01 an tneso pains by its use.
.AH mothers should ltnn nr fi.:. .
j..
and all young girls who suffer should
try it. 'Mrs. Matilda Kurtzweo, 629
High St, Buffalo, N. Y.
Young women who are troubled with
ui.gUliu pnuus, DBCKacne,
beadache, dragging-dow- n
sensations,
fainting spells or indigestion, should
take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
V,
ComDOUnd.
Thnilannta
"- - uaia uccu . C-'
stored to health by this root and herb
remedy.
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CHAPTER

XV.

Mrs. Farquhar.
"And so we part company?"
"1 think It better, Mme. Arnaud."
Sylvia looked up from her book. It
aas "East Lynne," and the condition
of the cover suggested assiduous reading.
'I dare say you are right," she said
lazily. "All the same, I don't quite understand you, Miss Smith. You saved
me In rather an awkward dilemma
the other night. And now you want
to leave me."
Gabrlelle smiled.
"If I was of any assistance to you.
it was for reasons that had nothing to
do with you personally."
'Sylvia fidgeted irritably. "What do
you mean?" she asked.
'Madame Arnaud, you are pretend
ing. You want to pretend that the
lives that you have linked to yours
have really nothing to do with you
that you are not responsible, that you
are just a beautiful. Innocent woman
sitting among your dreams on a mountain top far above the turmoil of or
dinary mankind. And you want me
to pretend with you. But I really
can't. As you said I know too much.
I'm a discomfort."
The liberty curtains dividing the
open door from the courtyard were
pushed aside and Sylvia's English
maid made her discreet appearance.
'If you please, niadauie, a lady
wishes to see you Mrs. Farquhar,
from England."
There followed a brief, poignant si
lence, Sylvia Arnaud's band tightened
convulsively on the bonbonnlere, and
she looked at Gabrlelle with the help
less appeal or a cnua wno suddenly
realizes that it has lost Itself In a
crowd of strangers.
"Tell Mrs. Farquhar that I 1 am "
But Mrs. Farquhar was already In
the room. She stood for a moment on
the threshold, smiling at them both,
with the delighted consciousness of
having successfully performed the pitrt
or an agreeable surprise packet. Her
appearance undoubtedly heightened the
She wore a white
desired effect.
dress and a white toque. Moreover,
she was profusely
powdered, and
looked, If possible, younger and more
daringly
than ever. For
a minute, during which she hesitated.
her bright eyes rested rather earnestly
on Gabrlelle Smith, who, bowing for
mally, went out into the courtyard
with a grim amusement written ou her
small, sunburnt face.
Whereupon
Mrs. Farquhar advanced and kissed
Sylvia on both cheeks.
my dear little Syl
My dear Sylvia
via now I am sure I am the last person on earth you expected an old
woman traveling In a savage country
full of foreigners!
It's almost Indo-cen- t,
isn't It?"
Sylvia smiled faintly, like someone
(wakened from a stupor.

righu

The

Co.)

"Oh, I don't know. Won't you sit
down? I certainly didn't expect any
English person in this dreadful place.
If one can Uve In England " She
broke off suddenly. "What made you
leave?"
"You see, I have been rather lonely.
Since Richard left"
"Ah, yes, of rourse." Sylvia sat
down with her back to the sunlight,
ber hands clasped tightly In her lap.
"You must mi him very much."
"Oh, terribly. But that's our fate-- to
have to get on without people we
have suffered for. You, for Instance.
I'm sure sometimes you feel sad a
little homesick "
"Often." Sylvia looked up eagerly.
"We are alike, rather. We understand each other." Mrs. Farquhar was
silent a moment, considering the white-face- d
woman opposite her with bright,
affectionate eyes. "And so you are
sometimes lonely? If It were not for
Captain Arnaud I should pity you, Sylvia."
"Yes, of course, if it were not for
Desire " She stopped, as though
seeking for words, and slowly, beneath
the persistent gaze of the blue eyes,
the last trace of color Oled from her
cheeks. The hand ttiat passed Mrs.
Farquhar's cup across the table shook.
"I am sorry but the life out here
makes one so nervy and Jerky."
"Yes, I can imagine that," Mrs. Farquhar agreed seriously. "I had hoped
to find Captain Arnaud here. I was
so charmed with him, you know, and
wished Richard and he had been more
friendly.
Sylvia's
Foor Richard!"
band tightened on the carved arm of
her chair. She made a movement as
though on the edge of an Impulsive
speech, then drew back, wi". lipped
and silent. Mrs. Farquhar bent forward and patted ber on the knee. "I
didn't mean to hurt you. I know how
delicate and sensitive you are, child.
But you must never worry about Rich
ard. He writes me such wonderful
letters, and In each one of them he
talks about you, bow good you are,
bow much nobler and better you are
than other women. Really It is quits
touching " She stopped short Sylvia Arnaud bad risen to her feet. She
stood prfectly upright for a moment,
staring In front of ber with blank eyes.
and then suddenly she lifted her hands
to ber bead.
"It's the heat the awful su-

nshine"
She collopsed, senseless, at Mrs. Farquhar's feet.
Mrs. Farquhar got up. She looked
down at the motionless figure but did
not touch It. She rang the little ori
ental bell lying in the midst of the
English silver.
"Your mlstreRs has fainted," she
servsaid coolly to the panic-stricke- n
ant who answered the summons. "I
think a little sal volatile Is all that
I leave her, I am sure. In
le needed.
She smiled graciously
good bauds."
and went out Into the sunny courtyard. Gabrlelle Smith, who stood by
the fountain, trimming the luxuriant
ferns, turned as she heard the light,
quick tap of Mrs. Farquhar's French
heels. Mrs. Farquhar held out ber
band.
"I have to thank you for your letter," she said.
"There Isn't any need for thanks. I
awful hours.
hesitated for twenty-fou- r
But I felt I had to do something. Once
I had seen your name and address on
that envelope I dared not keep silence."
"I shall never be able to repay my
debt. I hurried here as fast as ex
French
press trains and wretched
packet boats could carry me. I want
before you
ed to reach
left. You have given up your situation?"
"Yes."
"Will you come to me?"
Gabrlelle Smith did not answer for
a moment. Her eyes rested steadfastly, significantly, on the faded, powdered face.
"I think better not, Mrs. Farquhar.
You know nothing about me not even
whether I am respectable "
"You are the woman who has given
me the hope that I may see my son
again before I die. That Is all I care
I am an old woman. Miss
about!
Smith, and what lies before me Is almost beyond my powers. I need you
my son needs you. Will you think of

that?"

with a flash of malicious enjoyment.
"When we women go to the devil
we go all the way," she said. "We
outdo Lucifer himself we make bell
a comparatively
respectable
abode.
And men can't pay us out can't get
at us. Only our own sex know bow
to do that. I know how to do It I
have actually made Sylvia Arnaud
faint." She sank back among the
cushions with a slgb of relief. "And
that will be my consolation on my
deathbed," she finished, almost cheerfully.

FEET smile on her tace, but her feet will betray her. She'll sit with the soles
turned toward each other, or keep the
Ina
Tney
Sure
Says
Are
Shoe Dealer
soles pressed tightly to the floor.
State
Owner's
to
Their
dex
Again she may raise the soles from
of Mind.
the floor and press down with the
READ CHARACTER

FROM

heels.
Delegates attending the annual convention of tho Ohio Retail Shoe Dealers' association maintain the feet are
closely related to character.
"Feet are not lowly parts of the
anatomy no pun Intended," said O.
K. Dorn, a Cleveland shoe dealer.
"It's possible to read character from
feet. Just as a phrenologist reads character from the head.
"Women's feet are especially good
indexes of Btatcs of mind.
"No matter how serene a woman
may be outwardly, you can guess her
state of mind from the position of her
feet.
"She may say a shoe Uta, with a

"Turnedin toes indicate restlessness. Anger Is shown by digging the
heel Into the floor, nervousness by
tapping of the foot.
and detectives often
"Policemen
make use of this knowledge to obtain
from suspects." Cleveconfessions
land Press.
Begun in Error.
Child (thirsting for knowledge)
Papa, please tell me. what is collaboration between two authors?
Literary Parent (who knows) A
mistake that begins with a luncheon
and ends with lawsuit. Puck.
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says: "I suffered
a great deal from
kidney t r o u b le.
My hack ached
terribly and It
was so lame
that
It was hard for
me lo stoop to do
any work
brought a strain
my

that

on
loins. My entire svstem was
affected,
Doan's Kidney Pills cured
me and I have never had any trouble
from my back or kidneys since."

San Francisco will operate a line
of niunlcipul jitneys in Molden Gate

Get Doan's at Any Store. SOc a Box

DOAN'S

park.
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CO. BUFFALO. N, Y.

Chicago has bought six monkeys for
use in studying lufuntlle paralysis.

L. DOUGLAS
W. "the
that holds its shape"

CHAPTER XVI.

"Yes," Gabrlelle onswered simply.
"Then I rely upon you. Here Is waiii.i!.Miixilri..lMgi.n.i.linfaiagg
my card. Come to see me as soon
Has the time come for a recas you can. We must act at once. Will
between
ognition of kinship
you accompany me to my carriage?"
Richard and one of his enemies
As Gubrlelle helped her silently into
Colonel Destlnn, or Captain
the waiting victoria Mrs. Farquhar
Arnaud?
turned for a moment to glance behind
her. Her face, which had suddenly mgi.il)lklitoMiteigWliigto!alil!ianiiisiaa
growu old and lined with grief, lit up
(TO BB :ONTINUED.)

Life today brings many worries and
worrying brings on kidney troubles, so
the doctors say. Kidney weakness reveals itself in backache, pains when
stooping or lifting, dizzy headaches and
urinary disorders. Be cheerful. Stop
worrying.
And, to strengthen weak
kidneys, use Doan's Kidney Pills, the
kidney remedy that is used and recommended the world over.

Quick Progress.
Only 44 years ago the first newspaper wus founded In Japan. Now there
re 2,000 of them In tlmt country.
Buffalo Times.

In the Teeth of

the Storm.
During the first night of that great
march southward they had sung lustily. Now they were silent No man
spoke even to his neighbor.
From
time to time they exchanged glances
lightning,
stealthy
glances,
which
passed unnoticed. But that was all.
It was the only sign that they were
still men.
The last village lay behind them.
Two hundred miles sway there was
In those two hundred
miles there had been many things
and eight days! Eight duys! They
had ceased to count. The milestones
had disappeared.
Their memories
were blank. Mechanically as each distance of ten kilometers was forced behind them they dropped stupidly into
the burning sand and five minutes
later mechanically rose and went on
again.
At night their white camps
stretched like a string of pearls Into
the darkness, and the bivouac fires
shone brightly, but they did not sleep.
They sat, huddled together for shelter
against the blasting cold of the desert night, and stared in front of them,
or at one another. Before the dawn
broke they marched on again. Their
eyes we're
and bloodshot
with the sand and the glare of the sun.
But they neither cursed nor complained. Only from, time to time they
glanced at oné another, and always
with that smoldering, searching interrogation, "Is it yet?"
The day was cloudless. Since dawn
no shadow had crossed the brazen
monotony of withered azure. Yet there
was darkness In the air as though light
bad burned up light Itself, and the
great ball of the sun had sunk behind
a yellow, transparent veil of smoldering, scorching ruin. Suddenly to the
southeast the darkness gathered; the
formless gloom hovering above the
g
line swept together in
one stupendous shadow which rushed
down upon them. Colonel Destlnn galloped furiously along the wavering,
stricken line of men.
"Campez! campez!
Each man for
himself!"
Then it was upon them. The sun
was blotted out. The sand was everywhere. It came like a blast out of
hell's furnace and crept into their eyes,
their mouths, their lungs, their very
hearts.
It eddied round their feet,
mounting steadily to their knees, and
around them there Bhrleked the hurricane Itself, an awful army of articulate, destroying myriads.
In that first moment Farquhar reeled
forward, instinctively fighting the galling storm with the fierce physical madness of a body goaded by Intolerable
torture, then be dropped quietly to bis
knees and waited for the end. He
beard the scream of a horse in terror,
and a thud as of something falling
close beside blm, but he remained InStubbornly, doggedly, be
different.
awaited the final consummation of his
release.
Theu something touched him. He
awoke with a curse of resentful agony.
A band had groped through the darkness. It gripped blm, and be dragged
himself to his feet, lifting the heavy,
invisible body with blm. The sand
beat down upon them. He turned his
back to the storm. He stamped the
shifting, whirling mass under bis feet,
and with a woman's generous tenderness sheltered the motionless unknown
No word
man against bis shoulders.
was spoken. Eternities of suffering,
moment
was
the last,
in which each
bore down upon him. There was no
time in that hideous, revolving obscurity all the landmarks of life bad been
swept away, and he was pitted against
He
the full force of death Itself.
dropped back. With an effort he gathered the unconscious man closer, keep
ing bis face uppermost.
Then he lay
still, wondering if this were death. . . .
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$3.00 $3.50 $4.00 $4.50 & $5.00
Money by Wearing
Douglas
Save
W. L-shoes. For suUe by over 9000 shoe dealers.
The Bert Known Shoes in the World.
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L. Douglas name and the retail pnce is stamped on the botW. tom
of all shoes at the factory. The value is guaranteed and

the wearer protected against high prices for inferior shoes. The
retail prices are the same everywhere. They cost no more in San
Francisco than they do in New Yode They are always worth the
price paid for them.
(
The quality of W. L. Douglas product is guaranteed by more
than 40 years experience in making fine shoes. The smart
styles am the leatfers in the Fashion Centres of America.
They are made in a
factory at Brockton, Mass.,
by the highest paid, skilled shoemakers, under the direction and
supervision of experienced men. all workine with an
determination to make the best shoes for the price that money
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roar shoe dealer for W. t Donólas shoes. If he canyou want, take no other
not supply yon with the hind
uittK,.
ni tor interesting- oooitiet explaining- how to tVE3r 1 srwatn; or MJ
shoes of the highest
of quality for the price.
t
posutg-sreturn
Of
suit,
free.
r isT
Boys' Shoes
LOOK FOR W. L. Douglas
-- .
Best In the World
nam and the retail price
$3.00
$2.60
$2.00
stamped on tha bottom.
W. - Donarlas Shoe Co. Brocktonj Mass.
Ask
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Big Demand for Pneumatic Tires.
How many people realize the sensa-tiondevelopment that tile pneumatic
The
tire business has experienced?
first company to undertake the manupneumatic
of
was
facture
the
tires
Dutilop Company, organized nt Dublin, Ireland, in 1889, with a capital of
about $7S,000 to make tires for bicycles, and It rapidly grew to be a great
business. Then came the automobile
to add Its demands, and today, only
twenty-seveyears later, the pneumatic tire business of the world is estimated at the enormous sum of
Scientific American.

Don't Neglect Kidneys

Red Cmss Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, i jakes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

Dr. Kilmer's Prescription, Overcomes Kidney Trouble

Swamp-Roo-

Swat the Chigger.
Touch each chigger bite with a brush
thnt has been dipped in Iodine or apply
strong solutions of ammonia or common baking soda after Itching haa
begun. The better plun, of course,
is to prevent the chigger from getting
a foothold at nil. This may be done
In a numbar of ways. A bath In hot
water with strong soap is very good
If taken Immediately after passing
through thfc shrubbery and weeds from
which the chlggers are picked up, but
the best twil preventive is flowers of
sulphur rjobed all over the body, particularly A'om the knees down. The
sulphur rn y be mnde to stick better
if mixed with a little cold cream and
rubbed lu. L. Haseman.

t,

At Bridge.
Bridge Fiend l'ou ought to be able
to write fine comedies, Mr. Scrib.
Mr. Scrib You flatter me, Miss Beatrix. Why ought I?
Bridge Friend Because you make
such amusing plays.

It

is now conceded by physicians that
the kidneys should have more attention
as they control the other organs to a remarkable degree and do a tremendous
amount of work in removing the poisons
and waste matter from the system by
filtering the blood.
The kidneys should receive some assistance when needed. We take less exercise, drink less water and often eat
more rich, heavy food, thereby forcing
the kidneys to do more work than nature
intended. Evidence of kidney trouble,
such as lame back, annoying bladder

Cupid ensnnres with silken hairs.

for and Get

Skinners

troubles, smarting or burning, brick-ducomplexion,
sallow
or sediment,
rheumatism, maybe weak or irregular
heart action, warns you that your kidneys require help immediately to avoid
more serious trouble.
An ideal herbalcompouhd that has had
most remarkable success as a kidney and
bladder remedy is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t.
There is nothing else like it. It
is Dr. Kilmer's prescription used in private practice and it is sure to benefit you.
Get a bottle from your druggist.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co.. Binahamton. N. Y.. for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

THE HIGHEST QUALITY

MACARONI
3i fbge Redpe Book Ftte
SKINNER MFG. C0 OMAHA. ULSA
IMGEST

MACM0UI

W AMSUCA

fACTORY

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing

ia favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purposes it hat no equal. 16 ox.
package 10c H more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebraska

Superlatively Inconspicuous.
"Does Brown amount to much?"
"No more than a horse at a horse
show."

V. Coleman,
PATENTS Wition
Patent lawyer. WasblusLon,
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Buy materials that last

Certain-tee- d
Fully guaranteed
best
responsibility
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For sala by dealers

.verywher.
at reasonable price

Company
Roofing Manufacturing
General
Hoofing and Buiidina Papers
World's tareat
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TeD your dealer that

McPHEE & McGINNITY, DENVER, COLO.
are wholesale distributora of

Certain-tee-

d

Products,
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Hunting

j Rifles
When you look over
the sights of your rifle
and see an animal
like this silhouetted

against the

h

back- -

S ground, you like to
feel certain that your

H equipment is equal
to the occasion. The
maioritv of suecesrs.
ful hunters use Win

H
j
1l

iltasfiri

SÉ
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Chester Rifles, which shows how they are esteemed.
H They are made in various styles and calibers and
ARE SUITABLE FOR ALL KINDS OF HUNTING
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Estancia

Pnblithed'TMT Thursday
J. A, CONSTANT, Editor and Owner.

onJSSS

$i.60 per year in advance

Notice of Sheriffs Sale.
Btats of New Mexico, Í
County of TnrrAnnn. f
la the Dletriot Court of the Third Judicial Dia.
trict wltma and for the I'Ouoty ot lorrance.

rumim,
W. M. McCoy & Company, a partnership oom
posed f W. M. McCoy and Jamea P. Daulavy,
and William M. McCoy, and James P. Dun

iary, aoa

otner. Defendant,

OTERO'S

Practitioner

General

Batared m Moond elan mattar Janwarr 11
la the postoffloe at Ettanola. N. M. under
tue Act of uongreM o' Uareh 8, IW7..

1907,

Subscription

Mountainair,

-

n

i.in

supplementary thereto, has made ap
plication for the following described
unappropriated public lands, as in
FOR A MIDDY
C0MPUXI0N.
demnity school lands.
Try Chamberlain's Tablets and adopt
a,i ot
List Mo. 7404, serial
a diet of vegetables and cereals. Take Sec, 35, T. 7 N., R 1 1 E., N. M. P. M.,
outdoor exercise dailv and vour com containing 640 acres.
plexion will be greatly improved in a
The purpose of this notice is to alfew months. Try it. Obtainable ev low all persons claiming the land aderywhere.
versely, or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity to
file objections to such location or se
PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY
lection with the Register and Receiver
of the United States' Land Office at
Santa Fe, New Mexico, and to establish their interest therein,
or the
mineral character thereof.
W. H. MASON
FRANCISCO DKLGADO.
Register U. S. Land Office.
Pbysician
Offloe

Optician

C. J. Amble

Physician and Surgeon
Treating of Eyes and Fitting of
Glasses a Specialty.
Office

d
opponito
E8TAIÍCU.

Chas. F. Easley

Printing Office
N. M.

Chas. R. Easley

EASLEY & EASLEY
Attorneys at Law
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept.
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
SANTA FE,

N. M.

FRED H. AYERS
Attorney ind Counselor at Law
Office bonn
ESTANCIA,

e.

AO

a m to 4 :S0p m

NEW MEXICO

B. Ewlng'
DENTIST

ESTANCIA
NEW MEX.
Sometimes out of town first of week,
but always in Estancia office Fridays
and Saturdays. Office in Ayers building

W. DRAYTON WASSON
Attorney at Law
Will practice in all Courts of NewMexico
ESTANCIA

. NEW MEX.

For sale by

POWERFUL OIL EXPLORATION
CORPORATION

BEGINS WORK

ON NEW MEXICO STATE LANDS

k

WHEN

(

BHRNET FREILINGER
The Land Man
He Buys and Sells Real

Estate and Live Stock

ESTHNem,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Ofllce at Santa Fe, N. M
'
October 12, 191.
Notice is hereby given that Nathan
Brown, of Lucy, Torrance county, New
Mexico, who, on October 20th, 1!)14,
made homestead application No. 02()11,
for n Section 14, Township f north,
Range 10 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year Proof, "to establiuh claim to the
land above described, before Eugene
at
A. Mattingly, U S. Commissioner,
Lucv. Torrance County, New Mexico,
on the 12th day of December, 191U.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Julius Meyer, Chas. Miller, D. F.
Heal. Martin A. Malonev. all of Lucy.
Torrance County, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.

IV.

M.

YOU TAKE

COID.

With the average man a cold is a
serious matter and should not be trifled
with, as some of the most dangerous
diseases start with a common cold.
Take Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy
and get lid of your cold as quickly as
You are not experimenting
possible.
when you use this remedy, as it has
been in use for many years and has an
established reputation. It contains no
opium ot other narcotic.
Obtainable
everywhere. ,

Twice Proven
If you suffer backache, Bleepless
nights, tired, dull days and distressing
urinary disorders, don't experiment.
Read this twice-toltestimony.
It's
convincing evidencedoubly
proven.
P. Ciddo, tailor, 505 Sixth St., East
d

Las Vegas, N. Méx., says':
"I had a
steady ache across .my loins and right
If I stooped, I felt the trouble
side.
more severely and when I lay down, I
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
could hardly straighten on account of
Department of the Interior,
I attribute the trouble to
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. IV the pain.
my sitting in a cramped position at my
October 13, 1916.
Doan's Kidney Pills, procured
Notice is hereby given that Will Da- work.
vis, of Mountainair, New Mexico, who, at the Center Block Pharmacy, reon September 2nd, 1913, and February moved the pain and
backache."
27th, 1915, made homestead entries
NO TROUBLE SINCE.
Nos. 0194S1 and 022975, for neU SecOVER SIX YEARS LATER, Mr.
tion 10 and the nw)4 Section 11, Town,
,
á,KX.. ,.-ship 5 north. Range 6 east, N. M. P.
:A.
Meridian, has hied notice of intention
to make three year Proof, to establish have given me no trouble since Doan's'
claim to the land above described, be- Kidney Pills relieved me many years
fore Neal Jenson, U. S. Commissioner, ago."
at Estancia, New Mexico, on the 13th
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't simday of December, 191rf.
ply auk for a kidney remedy get
Claimant names as witnesses:
George Rhodes, Gus Dunn, Joe Dress- Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
Mr. Ciddo has twice publicly recomier, A. Dressier, all of Mountainair,
Foster-Milburmended.
New Mexico.
Co., Props.,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Buffalo, N. Y.
FP1019LP11-1- 6

Political Adertisement

To

:OF:

Me
State Road Construction and Administration of State
State Road Finances Constitute One of the
Most Important Issues Before You !
Democratic candidatos md campaign managers have found it impossible to avoid this
issue and have undertaken the defense of the present political state highway commission, of
which the governor is a member ano the virtual dictator of how and where state road money
;
shall be spent.
In his address at Las Cruces this week Governor William C. McDonald referred to the
charge now current in almost every section of the state, that large sums of state road money,
realized from the sale of the state's 500,000.00 bond issue for roads, arc to be used in various doubtful comities during the latter part of the present month in a 'sudden, violent spurt
of the state highway construction, and which will give employment to large numbers of men
at excellent wages, who are expected to "vote right" or for the Democratic candidates.
'

Governor McDonald Made a Conditional
Denial of This Charge?

The Governor said in his Las Cruces speech:
"If there is any such condition existing1 anywhere in the state, I know nothing
of it "
It is entirely possible that "such condition" can exist in New Mexico and Governor McDonald remain ignorant of it. No sprcifia case of such a misuse of state highway funds has
been charged by any citizen, because thus far, conclusive proof has not been furnished.
Governor McDonald, however, cannot be ignorant of the fact that Arthur Scligman, present chairman of the Democratic State Committee, and active manager of the McDonald-d- e
liaca campaign, is tlic same Arthur Seligman who negotiated the sale of the state's
f
of that half
bond issue, and so conducted the netrotialioi.a that inore than
million dollars of public money must remain tied up in banks, DRAWING INTEREST FOR
THE HANKS BUT NOT FOR Til K STATE, until the present month of October, the crucial
period in the New Mexico state campaign.
There is the further fact that Mr. Seligman's selection as chairman of the Democratic
state campaign committee was approved and promoted by Governor McDonald.
There is the further fact, which' Governor McDonald may or may not know, that Mr.
with the unexpected
Arthur Seligman readied Luna county early in this week,
establishment of a new state road camp east of Dcming, and that men have been and are being hired for work at that camp in numbers which appear disproportionate to the necessities
of the work.
It is not asserted that the State Highway Commission is employing men for work at the
Luna county road camp who must have the O. K. of Mr. Arthur Seligman and his assistants
in the management of the Democrat ic campaign, before being put upon the payroll.
IT IS ASSERTED THAT THE PRESENT SYSTEM OF POLITICAL CONTROL AND
MANAGEMENT OF STATE ROAD I1U1LDING AND HANDLING OF NEW MEXICO
HIGHWAY FUNDS MAKES SUCH ABUSES POSSIBLE AND EASY OP EXECUTION
WITH SMALL CHANCE OF CONVICTION and that in political crises SUCH A SYSTEM
PLACES A STRONG TEMPTATION ÜKKORE MEN IN POSSESSION OF PRACTICALLY
AUTOCRATIC POWER OVER THE DISPOSITION OF LARGE SUMS OF PUDLIC
MONEY.
IS FINAL PROOF TUT THE DEMOTHE DEMOCRATIC STATE PLATFORM
CRATIC CANDIDATES FAVOR AND IK1 ELECTED, WILL CONTINUE THE PRESENT
WITH THE GOVERNOR ÁS A MEMPOLITICAL STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
BER AND BOSS OF THE COMMISSION.
OF
THE REPUBLICAN PLATFORM DECLARES FOR THE REORGANIZATION
FOR AN INCREASE FROM THREE TO FIVE
THE STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
AND
MEMBERS NOT MORE THAN ONE FROM ANY ONE JUDICIAL DISTRICT
THAT THE GOVERNOR SHALL NOT BE A MEMBER OF THE COMMISSION.
The Democrats desire and propose to continue the present political system,
with all tho power in the hands of one man, and that man the governor and
head of a political party and they propose this in connection with another
$500,000.00 road bond issue, to be floated in the same manner as that other
dollar bond issue for which the Democratic state chairman negotiated his extraordinary sale.
THE REPUBLICANS PROPOSE A STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION WHICH WILL
RE REPRESENTATIVE OF ALL SECTIONS OK THE STATE, WHICH WILL HAVE.
KNOWLEDGE OF THE NEEDS OF ALL SUCTIONS, WHICH WILL LOOK OUT FOR
THE NEEDS OF ALL SECTION'S A SYSTEM WHICH WILL END FAVORITISM FOR
ONE COUNTY OR DISTRICT AND DISCRIMINATION AGAINST OTHERS.
THE REPUBLICANS PROPOSE A STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION REMOVED FROM ALL POSSIBLE SUSPICION OF THE MISUSE OK THE PUB-LIROAD MONEY TO BUILD UP POLITICAL POWER BETWEEN
AND IMPROPER INFLUENCE UPON VOTERS WHILE AN ELECTION CAMPAIGN IS IN PROGRESS.
one-hal-

you feel discoursged and de
spondent do not give ud but take a dose
of Chamberlain's Tablets and vou are
almost certain to feel all right within a
day or two Despondency is very often
due to indigestion and biliousness, for
which these tablets are especially val
uable.
Obtainable everywhere.

AGAINST BITTER OPPOSITION OF REACTIONARY GOVERNOR, STATE
ROBERT P. ERVIEN AND REPUBLICAN
LAND COMMISSIONER
ANC
LEGISLATURE
SUCCESSFULLY
CONCLUDE LEGISLATION
CONTRACTS BY WHICH OIL RESOURCES OF NEW MEXICO ARE
TO BE THOROUGHLY AND FINALLY TESTED WITHOUT A CENT
IF OIL BE FOUND, NEW MEXICO'S
OF COST TO THE STATE.
DREAMS COME TRUE.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Sep. 21, 1916.
Notice is hereby eiven that Frank A.
Gregory, of Willard. New Mexico,
who, on April 15th, 1912, made homestead entry. No. 016574. for wW neU
and wJí sei.
25, TownSection
ship 5 north, kange 8 east. New Mexico
frincipal Meridian, has hied nonce of
intention to make three year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above described, before Neal Jenson, United
States Commissioner, at Estancia.
New Mexico, on the 20th day November. 1916.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Henry C. Sandusky. Frank Sandusky.
Laurence C. Hanlon, all of Willard,
New Mexico. Charles E. Ewing, of
Estancia, New Mexico.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
FP9 28LP10 26

Santa Fé, N. M., Oct. 18. Work that probably means more to the
people and the development of the state than anything undertaken in
the history of New Mexico explorations for oil and gas upon state lands
is being started this week, officers of the leasing company having arrived from the East with $100,000 worth of machinery and equipment to
begin operations.
At last the people are to have thorough tests of tbe
theory 'that New Mexico is rich in oil and gas deposits, without cost
to the taxpayers explorations which, if successful, will bring an unprecedented boom to the state and a new source of revenue for the state
itself, permitting a reduction of taxes.
This is the boon to New Mexico which Robert P. Ervien, the Repuband a Relican State Land Commissioner who is now up for
publican Legislature were able to secure over the determined opposition
of W. C. McDonald, the Democratic Governor, who for some reason tried
to block this progress, seeming determined that the people should not
find out the real richness of their state lands, and that development
should not proceed.
At the time he took office State Land Commissioner Ervien began
working for a state law which would permit the state to make leases for
explorations for oil and gas on public lands, in order that the potentialities of the state might be investigated without cost to the people,
and that state land values might be enhanced. A Republican Legislature was quick to agree with Mr. Ervien that such a law would encourage development and test the real value of state land. The lessees would
pay the costs, and if riches were found, a handsome royalty would be paii!
to the state, to say nothing of the general prosperity that would be inaugurated by Important oil or gas discoveries.
The Legislature passed the bill and Governor McDonald, who had
previously agreed to sign it, in sour opposition to paving the way to new
wealth for the state and Its people, vetoed the bill by the process of sticking it In his pocket and never signing it. It was too late for that Legislature to pass it over his veto. The Legislature had adjourned. But the
next Legislature, in 1915, was Republican and it passed this progressive
legislation over the veto of the progress-blockinMcDonald.
Therefore to Land Commissioner Ervien and to the Republican Legislature which backed up hlB program to perform an important service to
the state, belong the credit for the oil development that begins this week.
The leasing company has established executive offices In Santa Fé
and field headquarters in Roswell. As soon as the specially constructed
machinery can be set out, day and night crews will begin boring experimental oil and gas wells on state land northeast of Roswell, in Chaves
county, and in tbe state land area comprising southwestern San Miguel
county, southeastern Santa Fé county and a northern atrip of Torrance
county. As soon as these wells are under way, more will be started In
the state land territory between the two original wells.
R. L. Lunsford, first vice president and general manager of the leasing company, has arrived from the East to take general charge of the
work. The Roswell field headquarters have been opened by D. B. Van
Under the terms
Nest, development superintendent for the company.
of Its contract, the leasing company can lose no time.
agricultural or
no
for
In
wise
with
interfere
leases
Tbe oil leases
grazing purposes, so none of the rights of the people are interfered with.
Some of the benefits may be summarized as follows:
The leasing company paid $l,10O Xor the lease, the state prescribing
the amount of work. to. bo .done, and tlte. cost being borne entirely by the
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A WORD FOR MOTHERS
It isa prave rnifttalrt for mAtlioi-led their aches and pains and suffer fa
Bile nee this only leads to chronic sick- usm uuu unen snonens me.
If TOUr wnrlr IS tirinrr- if 1'm- Meltable: if vnil ffel IdnmnM
depressed, you should know that Scott's
.uiuisiun overcomes just sucn conditions.
It TMV(PRU
in mnrvritnli.il
At..
very elements to invigorate the blood,
strengthen the tissues, nourish the nerves
and build strength.
Scott's is strengthening thousands of
mothers and will help you. No alcohol.
'

BROTHERS

AUTOMOBILES

OES any conception of honor abide In the heart or mind of a
man who accepts a nomination for one of the principal offices
on a state ticket and (hereafter, with malice and deliberation, con- tinues day after day to slug the head of his ticket?
"Such a condition," many will say, "is preposterous and impossible." Preposterous it certainly is, but not Impossible, for it actually xista in New Mexico today. The situation should receive serious consideration from every voter In the state. If, after a review
of the case the Democrats are able to answer the question in the affirmative, we call upon each and every one ot them to support Miguel
A. Otero for state auditor.
The
Democratic state convention which so flagrantly
misrepresented the Democracy of New Mexico in Santa Fe on August
SO and 31, nominated Miguel A. Otero for the office of Auditor,
Mr.
Otero's nomination was a shock to a large majority of the delegates.
They knew little or nothing about the plan until it had been sprung
upon them. They had supposed that one of their own party would
be nominated for the auditor's position. But Governor McDonald was
looking out for his friend the Santa Fe New Mexican, and he slipped
its treasurer and political' director over on the convention with th
same smooth ease that he slipped himself and his record onto the
shoulders of the Democratic party.
Mr. Otero never has been a Democrat.
He served for many years
as a Republican governor of the Territory of New Mexico, an appointive office, a gift to hlin from the Republican party. When the
Republican convention in 1911 declined to consider favorably his
claims to further holding of office, he suddenly made the stnrtllng
discovery that the G. O. P. ot this state was composed ot crooks and
grafters. He Immediately became a Progressive and since that time
has been engaged exclusively in throwing mud at the Republican or
ganization.
The Progressives did not nominate n ticket this yenr, hence
Mr. Otero was compelled to look to the Democratic convention for
a license to ply his trade as a "pie hunter." He found an active
ally in Governor McDonald, who saw to it that his hopes were not
in vain, and who is now fighting alongside Otoro on the stump in nn
effort to put him over on the people, as he did upon the Democracy
in convention assembled.
Mr. Otero gracefully accepted the honor of a nomination at the
hands of the surprised Democracy of New Mexico, and lias been doing some campaigning in support of the state ticket. 11c cannot,
however, bring himself to support Wooilrow Wilson, who heads Ills
Mr. Otero's
ticket and in calling upon the people to repudiate
JIr. Wileon he has been much more aggressive than he has boon in
supporting the state ticket His persistent and vindictive denouncing of President Wilson has been done through the "New Mexican,"
which is published daily at Santa Fe.
Mr. Otero is the treasurer and one of the directors of the New
Mexican Printing Company, which publishes the "New Mexican." It
has been an undisputed fact that for several years he has been one
of the principal factors in shaping the "New Mexican's" policies.
Some have held that he was the absolute dictator of its policies,
especially with reference to matters political, and the course followed by the newspaper in the present campaign appear to bear out
that theory.
At the head of the editorial column of the New Mexican is a list
ot its officers and employés and In this list appears the name:
MIGUEL A. OTERO, Sr., Treasurer.
type, the following is now
Under this, in a box, in black-face- d
carried every day:
The New Mexican la opposed to the
of Wood-roWilson, Democratic candidate for President, on the
ground that the national honor, national peace and national
' , prosperity are unsafe In his hands, as evidenced
by the results of his four years in office. It la therefore supporting
Charles E. Hughes.
That is the record. It is so plain that no man may gainsay or
explain it awy.
Vhat do the Democrats of New Mexico- think of
this pie hunter who has been thrust upon them by Governor McDonald and a handful of his friends among the delegates to the DemoThey did not stop there. They went furcratic state convention?
ther and nominated for corporation commissioner Bonifacio Mon-toyanother Progressive. Up to the time of the convention both
of these men were pledged to the support of Mr. Hughes for the presidency. If they have declared a change in their political views since th
convention, no one has seen or heard of such a declaration.
Did Governor McDonald and his supporters in the Democratic
state convention trade President Wilson for the privilege of throwing the sop of these two offices to the Progressives and thereby
gaining their support for the McDonald scheme of a return to the
executive chair without making the race therefor? No one knows,
but the consensus of opinion is that this is now and will be the effect
of the two nominations, whatever may have been the consideration
behind their nomination.
It has been suggested that Otero and Mon-toy- a
both sacrificed Hughes In order to get a chance at the pie
counter.
So long as Treasurer and Director Otero of the "New Mexican" continues to make his vicious attacks upon President Wilson
there will be little reason to believe that he has renounced his former position as a supporter of Hughes. And his attacks upon the
President have been vicious exceedingly vicious. The platform with
respect to the national ticket at the masthead of the "New Mexican"
is the mildest criticism of the President that has been printed on its
editorial page for more than two years.
Are the Democrats of New Mexico supporting this man, Otero,
who publishes dally in his newspaper a denunciation of the head oí
the Democratic ticket? Are they in harmony with Governor McDonald who claims to be the "original Wilson man" and who is responsible for Otero's presence on the Democratic state ticket? Are they
in harmony with Otero's policies which are on record?
Are they?

DESPONDENCY.

con at Bowne, Bioomfield. N. I.

DODGE

WILSON

lessee. After two years iT;o Ios'see must" pay' IS to" 20 cents nn acre
rental.
The state receives 10 per cent royalties from nil wells producing oil
or gas. If eilher is found, It nienns a new source of rovenue for tho
state and a consequent reduction of general taxes.
Where wntor ls encountered In tho wells Instead of oil or gas, the
leasing company must make water wells of the diggings and the wells
become the property of tho state.
If oil or gas is found tho vnluo not only of the state land but of al!
Burroundlng country will be greatly Increased.
Chenp fuel will attract manufacturing enterprises of all kinds.
tanks, pipe linos and so on will bo built, providing work for
many citizens and meaning huge new investments in the state.

fe'iOO,-000.0- 0
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Estancia, N.M.

North Main St,

ON' PRESIDENT

T

Department of tbe Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M.
September 30, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that the State
of New Mexico, under the provisions
of the act of Congress of June 21, 190,
and June 20, 1910, and the acts supple
mentary thereto, has made application
for the following described unappropriated public lands, as indemnity
school lands:
List No. 1503, Serial 028181. WHÍ
Sec. 85, T. 7 N., R. 10 E., N. M. P.
M., containing 320 acres.
The purpose of this notice is to allow
all persons claiming the land adversely,
in
or desiring to show it to be mineral
.
character, an opportunity to file objec-ft ,.h Inenfinn or selection witn
Unit
DaT,a.Av and Rereiver of the
ed States Land Office at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, and to establisn ineir iniercai
therein, or the mineral cnaracier were
of.
Wit A VI 'INI I J 1JP.L.13 AUl'. .
Register, U. S. Land Office

SH,

REFRACTING A SPECIALTY

FIGHT

N. M.

Notioe is hereby nivea that by Tirtue of an
alias exitcntioa issued oat of the aboved styled
oourt dated August tbe 22d, 1916, in cause
numbered 22ft on the civil docket of said court.
woerein toe rorrance County oavinffs nanic, a
corporation, is plaintiff, and Benjamin B. Spen
cer. Sarah E . Boonoer. W. M. McCoy A Com
pany, a Dartnershio comnoand of W. U. McCoy
and J. P. Dunlavy, William M. McCoy, and
ueieuunais, nun upiub
iuuinrr,a are
a buiwi.
mortgage and for deficiensuit to foreclose
cy judgment ; said writ to me directed and commanding me that of the goods and chattels,
lauds and tenements of the above named W.
M. McCoy & Company, a partnership and William M. MeCay aud James P. Dunlavy, if to be
found in my county, I cause to be made the sum
of Thirty-eigh- t
Hand red Eighty-seveand
being the
Dollars ($3,87.57) damages,
amount of tbe deficiency jadgmeot entered ta
said cause oa the 29th day of May A. D. 1912, toDepartment of the Interior,
gether with interest thoreou at the rate of 12 per
esnt. per annum from said 29th day of May,
United States Land Office.
A. D, 1912, until paid, aa provided in said deficiency j udgment, and together w tth the sum of
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Seventeen and
Dollars accrued costs, and
Sept. 8, 1916.
the costs that may accrue, tees the sum of Oue
Notice is hereby given that the State
Hundred Twelve and
Dollars heretofore
the provisions
under
Mexico,
paid oa said deneieniy judgment.
of New
Therefore, in compliance to oommand, I did
of Congress of June 21,
oa the 26th day of August, A. D. lti, levy upon of the Act
and the Acts
1910,
all the right, title and interest of the above 1908, and June 20,
thereto, has madeap-plicatio- n
n amed defendants in and to the following de- supplementary
scribed property,
for the following described
Lot 14, Block 19, Mountainair, N. M., as shown
on piat or uountainair towoaite, togetner wuo imanDroDriated public lands, as in
.
all imDrovementa.
demnity school lands.
e
Twofo
allotments in the Manzano
List No. 746S. Serial 02782J, for all
Grant.
11 E., N. M.,
R.
N
,
7
11,
T.
Sec.
of
Undivided one-hainterest in south half of
the northwest fourth, and the north west fourth containing (40 acres.
of the northwest
fourth. Section 29; and
List No. 7469, Serial 027828, for SX,
northeast fourth of northeast fourth. SecT. 7 N., K.
tion 30, Township 4 north, Range 6 east, N. M. Sec. 22, and WW. See. 26,
P. M,
11 E., N. M., containing 6,0 acres,
Block 16, Mountainair, New Mexico, as shown
No. 7491. Serial 027833, for Lot
t.int
on the plat of the Mountainair Towneite Comee 6' T- B Npany, together with all improvements thereon. 1, and NE y
f
Undivided
interest in southwest
E., N. M., containing 7S.4Sacres.
fourth of tbe northeast fourth, and southeast
I.int No. 74SIÜ. Serial (Kib, ior
fourth of the northwest fourth of Section 6.
K 8 L.
Township 3 north. Range 7 east, N. M. P.M.. NWy SWii, Sec. 27, T. 7 i
less 10 acres heretofore deeded to Mountainair V M (.nnfjainincr 40 acres.
Chautauqua Assembly,
is to al- notice
this
of
The
nurDOse
s
Undivided
interest in Lots Nos. 10, Inw nil nprsnna claiming the land ad'
11 and 12, Block 15, Mountainair,
New Mexico,
as shown on the plat of Mountainair townsite. versely, or desiring to show it to be
Lots Nos. 13, 14 and 15, Block tí. East addition mineral in character, an opportunity to
to the town of Encino, New Mexico.
to such location or se
All the fixture in the store building formerly file objections
occupied by W. M. McCoy & Company, more lection with the Register and Receiver
fully described as follows:
of the Un ted States L,ana omce
All shelving, bios, drawers.
K.nin Pp. New Mexico, and to es
1 ladder and rail,
1 steD ladder.
1 perfume case.
1
show cases.
tablish their interest therein, or the
1 knife case.
1 hat case-mineral character thereof.
1 ribbon case.
jewelry case-FRANCISCO DELGADO,
1 cheese case.
notion case.
1 cigar case.
1 candy case.
Register, U. S. Land Office,
1 screw case.
1 harmonica case.
2 spool cases.
1 seed ease.
1 oil cloth rack,
1 mirror,
IS CONTRACTED.
HOW CATARRH
1 tor disolav rack.
1 litrhtinir svstem
1 large coal heater,
1 coffee display bin.
Mothers are sometimes so thoughtless
1 cotfee mill.
1 Fairbanks scales
1 large National cash regas to neglect the colds which their
I meat table.
iftTar.
1 clothing rack.
children contract. The inflammation of
4 extension
1 postal scales
tables used
the mucus membrane, at first acute,
2 paper racks.
for clothing.
1 wood table, common,
1 iron safe.
becomes chronic and the child has
1 oil tank with hose.
12 scoops.
chronic catarrh, a disease that is
1 wheelbarrow.
2 large glass jars.
cured ar.d that may prove a
seldom
1
24 spice jars.
hatchet.
1 monkey wrench.
1 Smith
Premier type life's burden. Many persons who have
1 office chair.
writer.
disease will remember
loathsome
this
1 meat block and tools.
1 office stool.
colds at the time
1 hay
1 grain house plathouse platform having had frequent
form scales.
it was contracted. A little forethought,
icaies.
I cotfee miJl.
Cough Rem
Chamberlain's
of
bottle
a
And notice is hereby civen that I. the under
11
A
a
-- j
juuiuiuusijr uacu, miu ait this
signed sheriff of Torrance county. New Mexico. euy
Ob- avoided,
1916.
at
might
A.
D
daw
have
been
on
trouble
will
the th
of October.
2 o'clock in the afternoon of said day, at the
eveiywhere.
front door of the store butldine formerly occu tainabie
pied by Baid W. M. McCoy A Company. Bituate,
on Diocg lo. ot uonmainair, new Mexico, oner
for ttale and sell at public vendue, to the highDepartment of the Interior,
est bidder, for cash, all of the above described
property, or so much thereof as will be neces
United States Land Office
sary co satisiy cue aDove juagmenc ana costs,
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
toaether with the costs that may arccue.
Sept. 15, 1916.
That the total amount that will be due the
plaintiff on the date of Bale, exclusive of tbe
Notice is hereby given that the State
costs of sale, will be SisW.to: and that 1 wn
apply the proceeds of sale to tbe payment of of New Mexico, under the provisión
of the Act of Congress of June 21,
saiu aeuciency juagment ana cotes.
JULIUS ME Y EH,
198, and June 20, 1910, and the Acts
19
Sheriff of Torrance County, N. M.

and

Political Advertisement

DR. GEORGE H.BUER
Physician and Sargeon

News-Heral- d

MONUMENTS

Largest stock of Finished Work
in the state. Designs and samples opon application.

G. W. BOND & BRO. MER. CO.,

Bowers Monument Co.,

Encino, N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEX.
215 E. Central

half-millio- n
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The Issue Is : Political State Road Administration vs. Business
Administration of Road Construction and Road Finances.

WHICH ARE YOU FOR?
i

